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“PARD" KENYON SPOKE VOLUNTEERS WANTED

Picture of Clipper Published Gave Brother Lions Som? To pajnt the Rockport Bap
Sidelights of His Summer
Tuesday, Was From A. W.
tist Church — Labor Or
Vacation Trip
Money
Merchant Painting

Thursday
Issue

Volume 91................ Number 139.

THE WINTER SPORTS LURE

JUDGE DWiNAL’S PLUM

Appointed To the State Liquor Board—County A Story of the Transformation At Hosmer’s Pond
—Wanted, More Carpenters
Attorney Burrows Seeks Judgeship

The Rockland Lions Club yester
In connection with the report of day had as guest speaker one of its
A call has been sent out by the
Lincoln Colcord's lecture at Camden own members, Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon, Rockport Baptist Church for volun
there was used in our Tuesday issue familiarly and affectionately known
tary workers and contributors to
Of National Interest
Out of a clear sky yesterday came can Executive Council appeared
An unusual variety of activities I
a portrait of the famous clipper ship in that organization as “Pard."
assist
in
the
redecorating
of
the
When
It is realized that at such
the
announcement
that
Judge
Zelma
likely.
'
took
place
tills
past
week
at
the
|
Red Jacket. The cut was made from
Speaking from the copious pages of
M.
Dwinal
of
Camden
had
been
ap-1
Mr
Dwlnal
is
serving
his
second
W
inter
Sports
area
on
Hosmer's
a
distant
and remote spot as
auditorium
and
vestibule.
It
is
a remarkable oil painting done by a a diary the Episcopal rector told of a
term as judge of thc Rockland Muni
Ketchum. Idaho, Tlie Union Pacific
talented Rockland artist, the late A summer vacation journey which he hoped to make this a community pointed to the State Liquor Commisi Pond. The impetus that this project
cipal Court.
R. R.. with the ardent support of
W. Merchant, and was duly copy made this year in the congenial com project and any contribution no
sion to fill the vacancy which has , County Attorney Jerome C. Bur- ' has gained Is almost unbelievable Averell Harriman, son of the late
righted by him. The Courier-Ga pany of Rev. William E. Berger of matter how small will be greatly ap
existed on that board since the term rows, who has had eyes on this office I and as result the committee in charge I railroad magnate has purchased
zette’s apologies to Mrs. Merchant the Camden Episcopal Church.
♦
•— for the use of the cut, without name It was sort of a hackmen's holiday, preciated. It has been more than of Louis Fleming of Bangor expired for some time, without wishing to courageously enlarges on its plans. | 3,000 acres of land for development
■Hours are golden links—God's
A typical example of the above isI Of a million dollar Winter Sports
20 years since the interior of this
_ ♦ I or credit were promptly extended and
— tokens
reaching
heaven
well illustrated by the matter of; area and when the Prench Line is
structure
has
been
painted
and
there
♦ Dickens
j graciously acknowledged.
! fireplaces. It seemed for a while , already advertising a six weeks'
1 is great need of this work being done
«
The story of the painting appeared
j that transporting materials even for 1 winter sports trip via the S. S. Paris
■ in this paper in 1929, together with
at the present time.
one fireplace might be out of ques- to France and Switzerland, it comes
| an elavorate article on the Red
VENISON SUPPER
j tion. It meant landing about 30 home to us just so much more forcibThose who are not in a .position to
| Jacket, itself, a subject which Rocktons of material across the Pond, up ly that right here in Maine, but an
contribute money may give of their
One Method of Raising land people never tire of hearing
services whether for one hour or
| the side of the hill and Into the over night ride from the densely
about. Mr. Merchant before trans
longer. Work will begin Monday
building. At the end of work last populated sections of the East, we
Funds For Winter Sports ferring the Red Jacket to canvas
night on washing the ceiling and
Sunday one foundation was entirely have all the natural advantages to
At Camden
made an intensive study of all ob
walls and will continue each night
poured and the foundation for a do an equally conspicuous piece of
tainable traditions in regard to the
until the work is completed. Supper
second one two thirds poured. The work.
Save Tuesday even ng. ov. . or | craft and the panting has become
will be served each night to the
final decision now is to install HeatiTo date, thc rapid progress made
the venison supper at Meguntlcook j known ln local annals as a marine
workers by the Trytohelp Club.
lators in each fireplace thereby justifies the belief that this region
’Grange. The proceeds will be used ! masterpiece.
The plan Is to go over the celling
greatly increasing the heating ef will quickly gain its place as a lead
The Red Jacket was built in
with alumenum paint and then two
ficiency of the huge fireplaces.
for the purchase of pine paneling for
ing Winter Sports area. It is not a
coats of white and the walls after a
one town job but a job that calls for
CCC Boys Do A Big Job
the interior of the winter sports 1853-4 in the George Thomas Ship
yard at the Northend for Seacomb
coat of sizing will be painted two
Credit should go where credit is the work and help of the whole
Lodge
coats of an attractive shade. The
& Taylor of Boston, and was
due.
It was only with the energetic region. The executive direction is
To start the ball rolling Harold !
woodwork will be painted white the
help of 15 boys from the OCC Camp active and well informed. Man
Corthell and Ora Brown of Camden j launched in the presence of a tre
shutters removed and curtains hung
mendous crowd. The craft registered
I at Camden that such progress was power alone and continued co-opera
each donated a handsome deer. With
in their place.
2006 tons, was 260 feet long, meas
made possible. The boys heaved and tion Is the main essential now to
350 pounds of venison no one wiU go
Floors will be sanded and var
ured 44 feet on the beam and drew
lugged about 45 tons of rock, sand, attain the desired objective.
hungry. The Grange donated the ;
nished. An enthusiastic committee
26 feet of water.
Rev.
E.
O.
Kenyon
(Pard
to
the
Lions!
Loyal Workers Lapt Sunday
'
gravel, lime and cement into the
use of their hall. Boynton-McKay
has already started soliciting and Judge Z. M. Dwinal, named for im- County Attorney J. C. Burrows who
Soon after she was launched the
reads from an interesting diary
Again the women supporters did
would swap job for the Bench
|
'House. mixed the concrete
offered all the ice cream the crowd i
portant
State
office
encouraging results are shown, also
Red Jacket made her record run
_____________________________ | and filled the two big foundation their share nobly in serving 83 at the
can eat.
except that instead of riding around several workers in town and outside
from
Sandy
Hook
to
Rock
Light,
forms with concrete and rock. The festive board at Harold Corthell's
With a view to raising as large a ;
with another cabby the Rockland have pledged their services.
about 16 months ago. Gov. Brann j oppose Judge Dwinal. yesterdayin 13 days and 1 hour.,
boys on the job Sunday, enjoyed the camp. They were, Mrs. Charlie
sum of money as possible for finish Liverpool
i, j -.
, ,
, clergyman and his companion visited
had conferred with Judge Dwinal re- ’ made definite announcement of his
-)
fine dinner and promised more boys Ronco, Mrs. Olive Weaver. Mrs. Alton
ing the interior of the Lodge House. 6he sailed from Liverpool to Mel- 100 schurches
in the,course of a motor
garding the appointment, but appar- candidacy, contingent upon confirbourne
in
69
days.
11
hours,
and
back
THE
C.
C.
C.
BOXERS
next Sunday. In this party were: Crone, 'Mrs. Donald Richards, Mrs,
It is hoped that, before the eventful
ently none of the local politicians I mation of the Dwinal appointment,
journey which took them to Quebec,
Roy StCyr, Leroy Markure, Raymond Roxie Whitehouse. Mrs. Charles
evening, substantial contributions to Liverpool in 73 days. Her great- Montreal. Toronto. Michigan and Wis
Camden Hills Camp To Be was aware that the plum was to be j Mr. Burrows was recently re-elected Desy, William Croteau, Armand Dailey and Mrs. Louise Dunbar.
will be made of pies, doughnuts, bis- ; est day s run was 400 miles,
consin, and back home via Indiana,
plucked by anybody in this locality, j as county attorney, a position which
The Red Jacket was named for
Those who so generously contribu
cuits, coffee, sugar, butter, vegetables
Represented At Bar Har Judge Dwinal, a former school he has discharged with signal ability Oulette. Fred Leland, Alton Sargent,
Ohio and Pennsylvania.
Sagoyewatha,
an
Indian
who
always
John Roller. Minot Pitts, B. Ivory, ted fbod toward the dinner are,
etc., all of which will go to make up
Thirty days on the road—days de
teacher, a former member of the. for four years.
bor Tournament
Nathan Wheaton, Frank Cacciolfi, through the co-operation of Carle
a royal feast. All so disposed to lend wore a red jacket.
lightfully spent in visiting churches,
Maine
House and Senate, and once
In the event of his appointment Adrian Desjardins and Arthur Todd ton-French & Co.. Armour Company
May her memory never die.
a helping hand should advise Mrs.
A boxing tournament sponsored by the Republican nominee for Repre- as successor to Judge Dwinal the
and sightseeing, with meals and lodg
gave 50 pounds of beef; John Bird
IVcod And Brush Clearance
Olive Weaver at Haskell & Corthell's
ing in attractive localities. "Pard'' the Tri-Council of the Bar Harbor. sentative to Congress, has evidenced j county attorney's berth would be
Company,
12 pounds of coffee; Rock
store, telephone Camden 484
An
equally
energetic
crowd
kept
at
IS NOT IN FAVOR
Kenyon's characteristic humor punc Southwest Harbor and Ellsworth hls fitness for any office within the open to a new incumbent. Mr. Burland Produce, 50 pounds onions; and
The charge will be 50 cents per
it
all
day
long
clearing
out
light
tuated the descriptive portion of the
Camps will be held at Bar Harbor State's gift, and general satisfactionrows has studied and practiced law trees and underbrush over several Jacobson Fruit Company, 1 bushel
person; the hours from 5 to 7 p. m. P. W. A. Official Opposes
narrative, making the recital one
was being expressed over he coun- in Knox County the past eight years
The committee anticipates that at
Friday. Invitations have been sent
different areas and around the Lodge turnips. Others donating were, Mrs.
ty yesterday that this important po- and while holding the office of counExtension of Time On the which everybody thoroughly enjoyed.
least 200 people young and old will
House. This work must go on with Lillian Pomroy. Mrs. Oscar Bridges,
The report of Parker E. Worrey of to the camps in the Eastern Sub- sition should have come his way.
ty attorney has been in attendance
Join in this worth while aflair.
Deer Isle Bridge
increasing numbers for the bigger Mrs. Louise Dunbar, Mrs. E. A.
the Festival Nights committee showed District.
That the appointment would be consistently upon the sessions of
After supper the gathering will
and better the clearings for various Robbins, Mrs. J. R. Proctor, Archie
Col. Horatio Hackett, Assistant that the receipts were $337.70 and 1 Entries for the Camden camp are promptly confirmed by the Republi- Municipal Court.
have the privilege of seeing an ex
skiing areas the greater the appeal Herrick, Ml's. Mabel Whyte, Mrs.
cellent showing of moving pictures PWA Administrator, said Tuesday the disbursements were $354.75. leav- s Robert Hastings, better known as
to the visitors who may be expected Win Bryant, Mrs. Don Richards,
_____
of Winter _
Sports
activities taken by that he would probably disapprove ing a, deficit of $17.05. Had the real, "jabber" a Rockland boy who is fa?t_ r Director of Athletics Oliver Cutts. •WAS NO FOUL PLAY
during the entire winter season. A Mrs. Ken Blackington. Mrs. Roxie
Wally Lovell at Augusta, one of the an extension of time for the Deer ! worth of the course been better un- ■ wl,b
dukes and has waged many has announced that Nick Pellicane.
perfect area for diversified sports Whitehouse, Mrs. Florence Dailey,
derstood by the public it would have a battle in the Rockland ring Silas
best informed and most experienced '■ Isle Bridge.
•37 Rockland, has been appointed go(jy of Douglas Anderson, will bring thousands of people to this Mrs. John Husby all of Camden and
I Request for extension of time from been quite a different story.
“Kid" Barter who has always been a assistant basketball coach to Head
Mrs. John Snow and Mrs. Fred Snow
skiers ln New England.
Found Tuesday, Showed region who have never even been ln of Rockland and E. H. Philbrick, Sea
King Lion Tirrell called attention crowd-pleaser in his fights at the Coach Buck Spinks at Bates. Pellicane
Dec. 1 to March 1 was received by
Maine in the summer time. For
PWA Tuesday, but has not yet been to the dance which the Kiwanis Club Tillson avenue stadium. Bernard is one of the best basketball players
No Marks of Violence
them to go away disappointed would View Filling station; The beef was
is holding Nov. 25 to raise funds for j pitzmOrris with no previous fighting. in college as evidenced by his making
studied Hackett said.
be a serious set back to this winter prepared by Fred Simpson, turnips
A father who refused to give up
"We have no authority to extend Its most worthy project of feeding |jUt with plenty of training and Al- every all-intercl'ass team since his
development. To go away enthused by Mrs. Will Annis and the biscuits
the time,” Hackett said, ‘‘and such undernourished children; and to- fred Healey a featherweight, who freshman year. As captain of the the search for his long missing son, means return trips with even larger were made by Mt s. Oscar Bridges.
THANKSGIVING
The diners included the CCC boys
request would have to go to Secretary night s meeting of the coastal clubs at won tpe championship at Bangor las; class of 1937 team for the last three found the body Tuesday on the shore groups. At the present stage of
DELICACIES
years, Pellicane has been a shining I at Deep Cove near Port Clyde. The development, it is axes and hatchets named above and the following, from
Bucksport.
j
month.
The
boys
have
been
training
!
of
the
Interior
Ickes
and
probably
Our store is filled with delicacies
“Fon" Russell and Arthur Doherty under the direction of "Jabber'’ light on a losing cause. Pellicane has remains were badly decomposed after
that add to the pleasure of Thanks 1 to the President, who approved the
and willing hands that can accom Rockland. Dr. E. W. Peaslee, John
were named as the entertainment Hastings and feel sure that they will had much experience in basketball. their long exposure in the water.
i original allocation.”
giving Day.
plish the ambitious goal that will so and Fred Snow. Buck Parsons, Rand
Appetizers—Italian Anti Pasto,
He was a member of the Rockland ! but identification was readily made greatly benefit this coastal region. all Marshall. Wallace Kent, E. E.
Hackett said when he forwarded committee for December.
get their share of wins.
Anchovy Paste, Russian Caviar.
A visiting Lion was Allen Gillis of
While at the tournament the I
School team for four years and , through the'medium of the clothing
Hary and Blake Annis. Ralph Davis
j the request to Ickes he would probThe Toboggan Slide
Queen Olives, plain and stuffed.
the new Milo Club, and a guest was Camden boys will be the guests of the i has been a member of the class team
The
victim
was
Cecil
Douglas
An

came
from Thomaston. The Camden
ably
send
his
own
disapproval
with
The Finest Nuts—Walnut. Paper
The sections of the 400 foot tobog and Rockport crowd included Em
[ for three years. He has also as- derson. 16 year old son of Augustus
Shell Pecans, Paper Shell Almonds, j it. It will take several days to go Edw. Gundise of Rochester. N. Y.
193d Company of Ellsworth.
The Italian dinner served by Land
; sisted Coach Spinks in practice ses- Anderson. Sept. 24 he left home to gan slide are under construction at Oross, Harold Heal. Frank Alexander,
Fancy Mixed Nuts.
J over the request, he said, but there
Figs and Dates, plain and
lord
GNeil
earned
praise
from
thi
I sions last year and was head referee attend his lobster traps. When lie the plant of the Camden Yacht Firpo Frye, Neil Gray, Louis Hary,
would be no delay in dealing with it.
stuffed. Our own Freshly Salted
i in the interclass games In the last failed to show up at the lunch hour, Building & Railway pliant where the Francis Gray. Ralph Satterlee, Ham
Ickes said Tuesday at his press members.
FOR
Nuts.
Complete line of Candie-i
few years. Undoubtedly he will be search was made for him by his necessary space and machine facili Hall, Peter Nuccio, Gene Rich, Ed
conference that he would release
and Favors. Imported English
very
valuable in shaping the destiny father and Henry Teel. They found ties have been made available by the Spear, Robert Anderson. Bert WhitePlum Pudding.
PWA projects approved by the Presimanagement. When the sections ar hill. Malcolm Phillips, Richard and
GIFT BASKETS
of
the
freshman team.
the boat—a small skiff—and in it a
I dent Monday as fast as the PWA
DUCKS
GEESE
rive at the Pond. In a day's time the Edayard Blackington. Percy Luce,
One of our Gift Baskets sent to
solitary
oar.
The
search
was
re

CHICKENS
an individual or an entire family— , staff could handle the detail of allowhole slide can be put into position Chet Hanson, Don Richards, Charlie
newed. joined in by townsmen and
To be Dressed for Retail Trade.
a most gracious remembrance. I cation and printing. It is not known
and ready for a 60 mile per hour Ronco, Johnny Talbot, Everett and
the crew from the Burnt Island
Cleaned and Delivered Without
These baskets are carefully packed I what projects are on this list.
drop
onto the Pond.
Lucius Leach, Fred Powers, Stewart
and shipped to any destination.
Extra Charge
Coast Guard Station.
Mail and phone orders given
Regular Retail Prices
Mill* Carpenters Needed
McKeon, Steve and Lester Gross,
Highland Grange Hall
No trace of the young man was
Sold alive at the farm if so desired.
prompt attention.
DORGAN’S EXPRESS
Twelve or fifteen experienced Malcolm Upton, Harold CortheU,
Warren
found, and village gossip gave rise
FREDERICK MONROE
Light Carting
to rumors of foul play. That these carpenters are urgently needed so Archie Herrick. Ralph Cripps, George
FRIDAY, NOV. 20
TEL. 647-14.
SO. THOMASTON
were baseless was shown Tuesday that this Sunday the main work on Colburn. Alton Crone, Maynard
PRIZES
For B. & E. Motor Express
FRUIT AND CANDY SHOP
139-140
when the body was found to bear no the exterior of the Lodge can be Whitehouse, Albert Grey, Frank
TEL. 640-M
ROCKLAND. ME.
Lewiston, Me.
marks indicative of human violence. completed. Painters are prevented Steuber, Ralph Young, Martin PelCall 106-R—149—593-W
Tlie body was brought to the main from working until the siding is on. lerln, Warren Pitcher, Ralph Young
139-141
land by the Burnt Island crew, and | Only 3 3,11311 section of the novelty Jr„ Rex Daniels, Bob Gerrlsh, Nelse
NOTICE!
taken later to the Davis undertaking sldin« has been Put on one wln« to Dangermond, Lisle Leonard, E.
rooms in Thomaston.
j dak“ A fuU day with ™I*rletlced Steuber, George Dean and Charies
NOTICE
The
deceased
was
a
son
of
Augusmen wl11 completc thLs work and Yates.
On petition of EDWIN R. KEENE
AT
With the thermometer dropping
tus and Stella .Hussey) Anderson ! P06*1**' flnish lhe fTOnt entrance
the Governor and Council have or
ERNEST HUNT'S
and our first snow here, the call for
dered a recount of the votes cast
and was born in Friendship June 13, J
and stePsat thc State election. Sept. 14, 1936,
a maximum number of men is again
1920 Funeral services were held at
^ll<‘ s,**w Trains
in the city of ROCKLAND, on
most urgent. To push one job ahead,
the Davis parlors yesterday afterPersonal contacts during the week
Referendum Questions No. 1, 2 and
UNION, ME.
Harold Corthell gathered a croud
3. said recount to take place at thc
noon, burial being at East Friend- j further established ,'the fact that
and-finlshed pouring the second fire
State House. Augusta. Maine, Fri
ship.
snow trains into Rockland are asin contest stores
place foundation yesterday. This Is
day, Nov. 20, 1936. at ten o’clock
____________
1 sured from Portland and Boston
A. M.
135&138
1.00 P. M.
the spirit that spells success.
One vote with every 25c
and motor cavalcades from Water
138-140
STRAND THEATRE
A. E. W.
ville and Bangor. It is only a matter
•
The story deals with the exploits of completing, as rapidly as possible,
INVENTORIES FILED
of a whimsical butler In the most j 811 plans as laid out for the area'
Trade At Contest Stores
rattle-brained family in Manhattan.
New UngUnd Council
Inventories filed: Estates of Ro
PERRY'S MAIN ST. MARKET
He manages to soothe the fevered j Gene Rich, the active and capable berta S. Hufnagel, Mount Vernon,
PERRY'S PARK ST. MARKET
hangover brow of the mother; batter leader in this project, has accepted N. Y , $361; Elizabeth Rogers Scam
down the arrogance of one daughter; j an invitation to address the New mon and Miriam Calvina Scammon,
GREGORY'S
dodge the affectionate aims of the England Council this week at their Owl’s Head. $3273.26; Eugene P.
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
other with 99% percent success, and ; annual meeting at the Hotel Statler Dalrymple Warren. $1627.17; Evelyn
CRIE HARDWARE STORE
She prefers Kali-sten-iks for their
save the father's fortune. Powell is J in Boston. At the Thursday night L. Ames, Matinicus Isle Plantation,
Experience during cold weather prompts the V ater
SENTER CRANE CO.
cast in the title role with Miss Lorn- ! meeting of the Maine branoh of the
comfort and smart styling.
$4686.31; Edwin B. Spear. Rockland,
Company to urge its customers to heed the following
MeLAIN SHOE STORE
bard portraying the daughter Irene, , Council and at the general New $1347 32; Sewall P York. Damari
• Modern women, whatever their ac
known as the “dumbest debutante in England meeting on Friday, cover scotta. $5698 74.
CRIE S GIFT SHOP
suggestions:
tivities. wear Kali-sten-iks because the
New York’’. A strong supporting cast ing New England recreational facili
H. H. CRIE CO.
seamless bulb shaped heels and the
1. Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in working
Includes Alice Brady. Gail Patrick, ties, Mr. Rich will have an oppor
scientifically
correct
lasts
lend
poise
SEA VIEW GARAGE
Jean Dixon, Eugene Pallette, Alan tunity to lay this whole story before YOUR FAVORITE POEM
order and accessible at all times.
and conserve energy.
M. B & C. O. PERRY
Mowbray. Mischa Auer and Robert the leading citizens and the Govern
If I had my life to Uve again I would
COAL AND WOOD YARD
$6.00 pair
2. Be sure to know how the shut-off works.
Light. The Universal picture was ors of the New England states. News have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music* at least once
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
produced and directed by Gregory paper reports of the meetings wiU a week. The loss of these tastes is «
3. Be sure to close it if there is danger of pipes
La Cava from Eric Hatch's novel of undoubtedly cover the entire country. loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
bursting from freezing of water.
the same name. —adv.
Boy Scouts Help
MEMORY
Subscriptions »3 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
ln 1882 The Free Press was established
in 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897

CARINI’S

J

THANKSGIVING

Poverty Costume Dance

CARINI’S

SOUTHERN WINTER
CRUISE

SHOOT

HAPPY HOLLOW

November 22

CONTEST

Ask For Your Votes

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WATER TAKERS

MCLA1N SHOE STORE

4.

The metered consumer is reminded of his re
sponsibility for the protection of the meter
against freezing, hot water, or other damage.

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.
139-141

A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD FOOTWEAR
432 MAIN STREET
Mail Orders Solicited
ROCKLAND, ME.

LADIES’ OVERSHOES
$1.49, $2.50, $3.00 pair
/

J

'^“47^

,

On Armistice Day a group of Boy
Scouts from Rockport appeared on
the job unannounced and spent the
day clearing and burning brush. This
eo-operation was
v»« greatly appreciated
Iand certainlyw as an example of the
z fir.nuts
in? a
Scouts do
doing
a good turn.

My mind lets go a thousand things.
Like dates of wars and deaths of kings.
And yet recalls the very hour—
’Twas noon by yonder village tower.
And on the last blue noon in May—
The wind came briskly up this way,
Crisping the brook beside the road;
Then, pausing here, set down its load
Of pine-scents, and shook listlessly
Two petals from that wild-rose tree.
—Thomas Bailey Aldricfc

I came not to do Mine own will, but
the will of Him that sent Me. -John
6: 38

It is said that the only decent pic FOR WINTER SPORTS
tures were taken by the victim before
Fisheries he took to the bunk.
Camden’s Activities Were

• THE GREAT REED"

CAMDEN

Publicity Man of
Department Gets a Water
front Reception

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dean and two
children of Caribou are visiting hls
mother, Mrs. Georgie Dean.
Freeman-Herrick Auxiliary. UB.W.
V , was recently inspected by Depart
ment President Margaret Fogg of
South Portland. A large delegation
from the Ralph Ulmer Camp of
Rockland was present. Among the
visitors beside Miss Fogg and her
staff were Past Department Presi
dent Abbie Neal of Portland. Elvina
Miller of South Portland. Emma
Dick and Department Chaplain Ella
Hyland of Rockland. Julia Bennett of
Biddeford. Mrs. Edith Purrington of
Peaks Island and the CommanderIn-Chief the US.W.V. ODonnell and
Mrs. O'Donnell of Portland. The re
port of the department president was
satisfactory. The installing officer
was presented with a cheese dish and
a bouquet of flowers. Remarks were
made by many of the guests. Supper
was served at 6:30.
Stirling (Hastings
and Harry
Gushee left yesterday for a hunting
trip in Franklin.
Mrs. Annie Thomas entertained the
ladies of the Methodist Society Wed
nesday afternoon at her home on
Cross street.
T. W. McKay. Dr. W. Lee Dickens.
Douglas Libby. Robert Gregory of
Glen Cove and Russell Bartlett of
Rockland have returned from a
gunning trip at Beome Pond. Brown
ville Junction. Mr. Libbey got a buck,
Mr. Bartlett, a doe and Dr. Dickens,
a rabbit.
The name of David Ebert of Chest
nut Hill was called at the Comique
Theater Tuesday night and as he was
not present. $100 will be given away
next week.
Miss Jessie B. Hosmer has returned
from a business trip in Boston.
Clarence Warren and family have
rented the Grace Drake house on
Megunticook street.
Willis Rossiter and family of Seven
Hundred Acre Island have moved
here for the winter and are occupy
ing a house on Harden avenue.
• • • •
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Page Two

Given Recognition At the
Augusta Meeting

Harborside Lunch, the Tillson ave
At the invitation of Everett C.
Greaton. chairman of the Maine De
nue, "Insult Factory." presided over
velopment Commission Camden was
by suave and rotund George Mood;,
represented at a meeting held Nov.
who claims to possess an encyclo
i 13 at the State House. Augusta, in
Visitors from various parts of
pedic mind, teemed with excitement
the interests of winter sports in
the State, and some from beyond
I Maine. The meeting was attended
its borders have visited the Hos Monday noon. The Madeline and
i by about 35 representatives from
mer’s Pond project and have not Flora had just docked after bucking
. Portland. Lewiston. Bangor. Water only been frankly amazed by the a 40-mile gale from Matinicus Rock
progress which the Camden Outing and lying in a forecastle bunk, livid Dr. Keller didn't count Dick's pulse, ville. August,^. Bridgton. Fryeburg
he counted 'lim out
South Paris and other points. Gene
Club and community volunteers and almost lifeless, was the swash
. Rich. "Ham" Hall and Bert Whitehave made, but have promptly buckling. animated publicity man of —
He told the boys that it was a case hill attended from Camden.
fallen under the spell of enthusi the Department of Sea and Shore
While the discussion was broad
asm germinated by those who see Fisheries who tries to tell the world of nervous indigestion but Dr. Keller
with the assistance of his man Mon- and constructive and had as its ob
Maine's first winter sports project that he is "the Great Reed.”
it was a sorry sight to behold and day Charlie Wink, proclaimed it i jective the setting up of a statewide
coming to Knox County.
The
| co-ordination of effort, detailed re
spirit has been so splendid as to be might have been kept a dark secret just plain seasickness
almost incredible.
Men do not if the triumphant Capt. Charlie, "He sounded like a dying dino- ports were made on thc program in
could have kept close, saur," said Capt. Carver. "He looked winter sports activities in all sections.
have to hr asked twice to give of Carver
their personal services, nor do they mouthed. But no! He immediately • like a ghost who had eaten some cf Thc undertaking at Hosmer's Pone!
proved of the greatest interest to the
have to be asked twice to contribute invited the population of Feyler's Inc. Moody's biscuits." said Ed Kelly.
"And to think that a fellow who entire group. Assurances were given
materials, which represent no in | and the Harborside lunch to inspect
considerable sums in actual cash. the boat, which they had seen a hun- says that he is such a great sailor that Camden will be visited early and
Transforming virgin soil into a dred times, and showed them the should be bothered with such a frequently by groups from all over
imple thing." said all.
the State. In fact, visitors from Wa
great recreation center which is to forecastle only.
Later this dashing young man.
___________
terville, Bangor. Augusta and Port
attract thousands of strangers to
land
put in appearance last Sunday.
this frgion the coming winter feebly crawled up the ladder and was
FRIENDSHIP
Mr. Rich was appointed on a commeans hard, bone labor and it is be given a rousing reception. The man
The party given Friday under aus-' m’ttee of three to lay out a plan for
ing given on the day when the who never fails was too lifeless to
working man is supposed to have strike back. Needless to say it was plces of the Methodist Ladies' Aics Jrganizing the Present winter sport
his rest, but it is being done for the a great moment for those who had at the home of Susan Wotton wa„ 1 and ski club into a State Association
j successful in every respect, the pro- 50 1,181 each section will benefit by
good of the community and the re tasted his biting sarcasm.
— ceeds amounting to $29.30 from an at- 'the «P«iences of other sections and
sults are more apparent each day.
tendance of 61. Those present played become fully informed as to the ad; games and partook of refreshments. vantage and privileges to be enjoyed
Down in Washington, D. C. thc
sandwiches, cake and punch being 111 each area. This information when
ghost of the Quoddy Project has
served. More than 100 written invi- compiled will be sent far and wide
apparently not been laid, and as re
I tatiens were sent out by thc commit- by the Maine Development Commiscently as Tuesday there came from
tee.
sion as part of a comprehensive plan
Congresssman Brewster's office a
Mrs. Lizzie Miller and Oertrude t0
acquaint all out of State
statement from his secretary pre
Oliver motored Saturday to Thomas winter sports enthusiasts with the
dicting a renewal of construction
exceptional facilities that Maine
ton.
work the coming summer. With
When the Great Reed did recover he. a new chimney is being built at offers.
election so recently over, and an
hit the uptown trail somethin; the Wardell MacFarland home by
Continuation of the splendid work
other election so far in thc distance,
like this
. Vinal Kelleran of Thomaston.
going on in the Penobscot Bay reone may assume that for the present
—--------------------------------------------Clyde Brown was a Rockland visit- | 8ion centering at Hosmer's Pond will
at least the Quoddy Project is not
Leading the reception committee or Saturday.
, keep this area well up front in pubmerely a political football. The
were Mr. Moody, the hair tonic in-' Pythian Sisters wiil hold a public Ucity and will result in bringing
job may or may never be completed
ventor; Capt. Parker the intrepid supper Friday from 5 30 to 7.30.
crowds to enjoy what is to be combut any signs in its favor at this
Coast Guardsman and deep water Clayton Oliver was in North Wal- pleted for the coming winter.
Seniors To Present Play
time will be hailed as possessing
sailor who takes a 30 minute row in doboro last Sunday to visit his father
The
annual senior play of the
much greater sincerity than as if
a gymnasium for exercise every other' who is (in ailing health.
Union Aid of itouth Waldoboro and Camden High school will be pre
they appeared on the eve of an
month: the kindly Dr. Carver, who Oak Troop. Girl Scouts met Wed- the Baptist Circle of this vicinity as sented Dec. 11 ln the Opera House.
election. Meantime it will be in
prescribes for nausea
with slimy,nesday at the home of Mrs: Ralph guests. Dinner was served by Gert- It has been the “custom to have this
teresting to follow the progress of j slippery edibles; brave
and fearless Winchenpaw. Beginning next week rude Oliver. Helen Simmons, Eva i yearly production during the spring
the plans which are being made for
"One Shot" Teel, the South-end they will hold sessions every' other Russell and Olivia Hoffses.
' semester, but due to the many extra
the Quoddy area by the National
sandpeep shooter; Luke “Googins" Monday afternoon. Signalling codes
------------------curricula activities occurring at
Youth Administration.
j Armstrong, the Thomaston tall /ale are being studied.
WEST HOPE
that time it has been doomed advis
I tooter: Clarence "Ham" Thompson.' Mrs. John Mitchell passed the
able to present the play earlier.
hammer weekend with hi$ daughter. Mrs. Ella
There did not seem to be ■ the hilarious Highland
Guests Sunday at the home of C.
This cast is working daily on what
enough other trouble in thc world thrower; Dick 'Toots" Feyler; the Young, in Thomaston.
E. Wellman were Mr. and Mrs. Sid- promises to be another outstanding
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller and ney Davis of Port Clyde.
so some Washington government blatant bridegroom Capt. Carver's
hit: Maxine Brown, Lyford Bever
Beaver Camp is being enlarged by idge. Dorothy Dyer. Eleanor Dough
official is now making the grave boy. Charlie Jr.; the glass Jointed Mr. and Mrs. Ira Oliver of Thomaston
were guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs. 'the addition of another building. W erty, William Hardy, Harleth Hobbs.
charge that the original turkey gob wrestler and other lesser lights.
•The Great Reed" went for pic-j Clayton Oliver.
Wentworth being the contractor and Carolyn Hopkins. Barbara Heald.
bler was a very tame bird and that
Mrs. Willis Wotton. Mrs. Thomas carpenter.
the Pilgrim Fathers drove him tures of fish dragging but he reports
Dorothy Lord, Ralph Munro, Doris
-----------------wild.
This same authority says ! that the boys didn't catch enough to Delano and Mrs. Hazel Benner visiti Munro. Grace Russell. Robert Trask
Saturday in Rockland
What a value! ... 50 of the fa- ' and Richard Thomas.
that gobblers soon shunned thc be seen. Capt. Carver attempted to
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver recently mous Rytex Christmas Cards printed
white man's society, and very few take some sea pictures for the strickThe play is being ably coached by
of them will figure in the country's en. fearless photographer and would called on her cousin. Mrs. Albert with your name, and 50 envelopes to ’ Miss Hester Ordway, head of the
Thanksgiving dinner. Instead we have done a good job if he hadn't Mank. w ho is * surgical patient at match , . . for only $1.00. postage 10 j English Department. Miss Ordway
cents. Don't fail to see the new has directed the plays of the last two
will eat birds whose epicurean kept a finger over the lens opening. Kr>ox Hospital.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met samples before it is too late, at The years. "Second Fiddle," and "Stray
tastes have been commercially cul On his try "One Shot" Teel was too
Cats.'
tivated, and who will have met ! busy holding on to snap the camera. I Wednesday at the vestry with the Courier-Gazette.

Editorial

their fate at the hands of a modern
axeman instead of the Pilgrim's
Club.

The Waldo-Hancock toll bridge
across the Penobscot River at
Bucksport has just completed five
full years of operation, and has i
grown
steadily
in
popularity.
Revenues have mounted steadily,
taking care each year of the annual
fixed charges, and enabling the
management to lay away something
for a rainy day—or, in more con
crete terms, to reduce the bonded
indebtedness.
The policy of con
structing bridges at Bath and
Bucksport has been substantially
commended by the traveling public.
Equipping and furnishing the
new community building looks like
a mammoth task—and it is. But
behind the proposition are willing
workers possessed of stout hearts
and keen brairts—a combination
which has never yet failed, and
Which will make of the new struc
ture a haven which we have long
cherished in our dreams, *id th •
need of which has bcen exploited
in these columns in season and out.

OR THE WEEK-END
Prepare Now For Your Thanksgiving F east. You Will Find Many Things That
You Will Need, At Very Low Prices In This Sale!

TRUE VALUE

tfV sell them!
t ome into our Main
Street Store and try a
sample of Heinz Soups
and Puddings. Mrs.
Grace Lcomis will be
with us until Thanks
giving and will be glad
to help you with any
food problem that you
may have.

HEINZ SOUPS,
2 tins 25c
HEINZ KETCHUP, large hot 19c
HEINZ SPAGHETTI,
3 tins 24c
HEINZ TOMATO JUICE, 3 tins 25c
FOR THANKSGIVING

HEINZ PUDDINGS
DATE, FIG. PLUM

2 large cans 65c

DUFFY-MOTTS

JELLY,

If thc Pepperell Manufacturing
Company removes its vast Bidde
ford plant to some other State the
outlook for that city is going to he
veryr dubious, as the concern em-.
ploys more than 2000 persons, i
I he manufacturers claim that taxes
are four times higher in Biddeford
than they would Ire in other cities.

Rytex Christmas Caras art used by I
prominent Movie Stars, writers, art
ists and Social Leaders ... yet their
price is only 50 for $1 00, includin’ ‘
your name on the cards and 50 en
velopes to match. See the new 1936 ,
samples at The Courier-Gazette j
Postage 10c—adv.

10c

1° <«• jar

Five Delicious Flavors

SPECIAL SALE

PUDDINGS

pkg 10c
Di ;scrt Dish Free with Each Pkg.

cations for quality winter motor oil,
including those of the U. S. Army and
Navy, is far exceeded by GULFPRIDE’S winter grades-either “Win
ter" or “Extreme Winter”.

2

I)OZ.

29c

EASTERN A IR LINES’ Great Silver Fleet
has flown more than 26.000.000 passenger-miles
during the past six months, using GULFPRIDE
OIL exclusively. Reason: this oil gives the lowest
cost per mile—a fact you can confirm in your car.

pkg 10c

SOUP MIXTURE

2%

ROLLED

pkg 10c

OATS, 42 ozpkg 17c

GRANDMOTHERS

CAMAYSOAP
5 bars 25c

MINCEMEAT,
26 oz jar

ONE POUND
CARTON

VV

Mex-iuring Cup or Mixing Bowl
Free

2 25c

for your baby
When you buy milk
your children, always ask
for Irradiated Carnation
Milk. It has helped the
"Quints” to sturdy growth.

See these famous babies
in the new motion picture,
"Reunion."

AT STRAND THEATRE NOV. 22, 23, 24

Bacon z 21c
CALIF. ORANGES,
FLORIDA ORANGES,
ICEBERG LETTUCE,
NATIVE TURNIP,

/jf

Good for the
“Quints”...good

SHORT

BUTTER,

I

P«g ZZC

MIRACLE WHIP.
qt 39c
S. A P. STUFFING. 2 pkgs 25c
TABLE SALT,
2 lb pkgs 06c
SQUASH,
tin 10c Enough too make
make It
11 bowls
bow I of soup
Try It!

pKG. "TISH" FREE

Try the new Whole
Wheat Doughnuts
also we offer

(Set rid of that thick, sluggish summer
oil and change to WINTER GULF
PRIDE. Every set of buyers’ specifi

ANOTHER PACKAGE

NONE SUCH MINCE MEAT,

D’nuts

(Right)

lb 10c
2 lb box 15c

EOr ONE CEST more

Baker’s Cocoa
CHOCOLATE
MOLASSES
PLAIN
SUGARED

lb 17c
2 lbs 29c
JEL-SERT

COMBINATION BARS
COFFEE CAKES

SODA CRACKERS,
UAIUUL,

20r'r waste is removed from these

to

PfifllflFQ
CUvIyIEO,

2 lbs 19c

•
•
•
•

lb 20c

BAKER CHOC., two
lb brs 29c
MARSHMALLOWS, lb bag 15c
CHERRIES,
5 oz bot 10c
Gelatine Dessert
BELL'S SEASONING, pkg 09c
All Flavors
SNIDER'S SOUPS,
4 cans 19c
BULK COCOANUT.
lb 19c
SALT.
10 lb bag 18c
DIAMOND MATCHES, ear. 26c
SEEDLESS RAISINS. 3 pkg 25: B. & M. BEANS.
2 tins 29c
WHITE HOUSE COFFEE, lb 25c TOILET PAPER.
6 rolls 19c
GOLD DUST,
lge pkg 17c SUN BRITE Cleanser
tins lh

Parked fn Re-usable Cans

why GULFPRIDE tops all other

35c
25c
25c
30c
35c

2 25

ARMOUK’S
OLEO,
RED ROSE
SWIFT'S
PURE LARD, SILVERLEAF

nvvnni

2 pkgs 25c

already highly refined oils. That’s

ib
ib
ib
ib
ib

BRISKET BEEF,

Confectioner’s Sugar
Brown Sugar

n mixture of 6 of the best-known
Pennsylvania motor oils goes
through Gulf’s Alchlor process.

WINTER’S COMING! It’s time

STEAK SAL E
BONELESS SIRLOIN,
ROUND STEAK,
CUBED STEAK,
FACE RUMP STEAK,
RUMP—second cut,

4 pkgs 15c

• CHOCOLATE
• BUTTER SCOTCH

10 S 49c

(Left)

Ib 19c

LEAN HAMBURG,

Frankforts
Minced Ham

Pennsylvania motor oils.

Death late Tuesday night si
lenced the marvelous voice o
Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink
whom thousands heard when lie
was the prima donna of Maim
Music Festivals. The greater por
tion of her 75 years had been de
voted to the pleasure of music-lov
ing audiences on two continents
The world sorrows.

lb 15e
Ih 19c

NEWLY CORNED LEAN

ON SALE NOW

Sugar

SEE WHAT HAPPENS when

lb 2 Dc

VEAL HAMBURG,
STEWING

FINEST MOTOR OIL

Gulf product.
Drain and refill with GULFPRIDE now. At all Gulf dealers.

ib 20c
BONELESS VEAL ROAST,
ib 20c
BONELESS POT ROAST,
ib 25c
BONELESS RIB ROAST,
2 lbs 25c
PIG’S LIVER,
lb 23c
SAUSAGE PATTIES,

TRY IT TODAY!

Introductory Offer

Pennsylvania crude ... refined first to equal the best com
petitive motor oils . . . and then further refined by Gulf’s
exclusive Alchlor process. It took 15 years’ research to
develop this amazing oil. Such scientific effort backs each

lb 29c

CALF LIVER,

RAISIN-BRAN

The reason? GULFPRIDE alone is made from choice

lb 14c
lb 11c

CHUCK ROAST,
YEARLING LAMB FORES,

uniformly good-

dfad the rem(triable record of

by any other motor oil!

lb20c

PIG SHOULDERS,

Because they re

6

(jULFPRIDE S achievements have never been duplicated

lb 24c

LITTLE FRESH—» TO 6 LBS.

HEINZ 57 PURE FOODS

• A Cereal Sensation
Approved by Good I’ousekeep’g

WORLDS

ROASTING PORK,

KNOWN QUALITY

Something New!

THE

LITTLE PIG

2 doz
doz
2 heads
Ib

33c
23c
13c
02c

Ib 38c

2 lbs 23c

SMELTS,

COD STEAKS,

lb 09c

SALT HALIBUT,

lb 09c

SMOKED FILLETS,
FLOUNDERS, dressed,

lb 17c
lb 09c

GOLDEN BANTAM CORN, can 10c
STRING BEANS,
:3 cans 27c
PEAS,
1
1 cans 25c

ORDER YOUR THANKSGIVING BIRD NOW!

main st.

PERRY’S MARKETS

park st.
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QUAKER DINNER CLOTHS
Moderately Priced

LOOK AT THIS
HUMMING BIRD HOSIERY

for the best or
quality merchan

In the face of rising

dise in the Cro
chet and Sicilian

prices in thc silk mar
ket wc arc featuring this

Weaves.

famous Hosiery at a re

When It “spit” snow for a while
ruesday afternoon somebody sug
gested that winter must be just
iround the comer. The suspicion
vas confirmed yesterday afternoon
vhen a howling gale swept through
he streets sending the mercury rap;
,dly downward until this morning It
vas registering from 5 to 15 above,
iccording to the social status of your
ihermometer. There will be some re
lenting today, but with small likelinood that there will be any return of
the Indian summer vintage. If the
jld man hasn't put the outside doors
ind windows on yet. take the broom
him and beware of thin Ice.
Happy wintering!

Two hundred books of tickets for
the gift ball to be given In Camden i
Lee 15 for the Hosmer's Pond win- ;
ter sports project have been issued
andl are going like the proverbial hot'
cakes. The entire proceeds will be
used in buying lumber.

Christmas)
Direct

$7.50

mill

shipment

just received

A most complete and different line of

For This Weekend Only

MITTENS AND GLOVES
at 49c, 59c, 69c, up to $1.00 pair

a regular $2.98 Jumbo Size

PART WOOL BLANKET

SNOW SUITS
in one and two-pieces
and all waterproof and reinforced

for $1.98 pair

FULL SIZE STITCHED BATT

Our Christmas line of

FOR QUILTS

HORSMAN DOLLS
have arrived and the most glorious and
beautiful ever at prices ranging from
50c up to $5.00

Officers of Golden Rod Chapter
OES. will have an inspection re
hearsal next Tuesday at 7 o'clock.

The dally papers yesterday had
much to say about one of the Godino
81amese twins being 111 with pneu
monia in New York. The twins ap
peared at Park Theatre a year or two
ago.

45c
never before at this price and never

ALL RUBBER PACS
$2.75, $2.98

TELS. 450 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND I
119-tfI

sponsor with the N Y.A. on a youtn
project that will give employment
during the winter months to 50
Rockland boys, bringing several
thousands of dollars to the city.
The municipal officers are co-operat
ing by providing heated space for the
project which will be engaged in
woodworking, making toys, equip
ment for the schools and for the
Community Building in some depart
ments.

Prof. Marion J. Bradshaw of Ban
gor, a world traveler and keen stu
dent of international affairs, will be
the speaker at the Congregational
Church Sunday night. Prof. Brad
shaw will take as hls subject, "The
peoples of India and their Problems
also making seme mention of Thibet.
The lecture will be profusely Illus
trated with views taken personally
by (Mr. Bradshaw on his visit to India
two years ago, and those who are
familiar with the expert photography
of this world traveler wlll look for
ward eagerly to his visit. The views
will be shown on the screen, and
most of them are colored. In his lec
ture he will deal with social, econo
mic. and political conditons in these
interesting countries. A silver offer
ing will be taken to defray expenses.
BORN
NOVICK—At Rockland. Nov. 17. to Mr
and Mrs. Louis Novlck. a daughter,
Nancy Carroll.
WOODCOCK—At Vinalhaven. Nov. 9. to
Mr and (Mrs Donald Woodcock, a
daughter. Donna Amy.

OVERSHOES

MARRIED
RACKLIFF-GRAVES— At Rockland. Nov
16, by Rev. Charles A Marstaller.
Herbert L. Racklllf. of St George and
Alberta F Graves of South Thomaston,
j WITHAM-GARDNER—At Roekland. {Jov.
18. by Rev J. Charles MacDonald.
Clayton R Witham. and Constance
M Gardner, both of Rockland.

$1.00, $1.25, $1.39

Morticians

Congressman Moran has chosen
Carroli F. Danforth, Madison, prin
cipal sftipointee to the U. S Military
Academy. West Point, from the sec
ond district- He named Paul R.
Stubbs. Belfast and William D. Tay
lor. Oakland, as alternates.

again

LEATHER TOPS
$1.98 to $2.50 ’

$1.25, $1.50

BURPEES

W.C.T.U. will hold a meeting Fri
day with Miss Alena Young program
leader. Devotions will be led by
Mrs. Alice Brooks. Miss Lena Miller
local treasurer, will be glad to write
receipts for members who wish to
pay dues.

The Sunday School Party at the
Congregational Church will be post
poned one week on account ol the'
jjfzizfajzjgJZJZJZJHJZJZJzrareiajBJHJzrejareprerazitfj1
Rubinstein Club meeting previously
arranged for this Friday ln the,
Frank Howard who ran amuck in. The steel base frames for the lock- church. The Sunday School Party [
Camden Monday night and pasted a 1 set floor In the auditorium of the will be held the next Friday evening
Nov. 27.
Il
well known citizen, pleaded guilty to j Community Building are going into
being drunk and disorderly, and 1 place. It is a slow jeb drilling holes
Ardrey Orff. Albert Orff, Harry
Judge Dwinal sentenced him to 60 in the concrete base for the steel
days in Jail.
I stringers, but the floor itself will lock Payson. Thomas Chisholm, Edward
...
| in place once and for all, and should Chisholm, Harry Bickmore. Earle |
Bickmore. Luther Bickmore and Bur- j
The residence of Mr. and Mrs. be ideal for dancing, sports and gen
ton Bickmore returned Sunday from
eral
use.
Charles H. Berry is under quarantine
the Jackman region where they have [
for a time, their daughter Miss Marie
been on a hunting trip. They had [
Berry having a light case of scarlet
There were five tables at the card five deer as trophies.
fever, This disease and the measles | party sponsored by Miriam Rebekah
are quite "popular" with several | Lodge. Tuesday afternoon. Prizes
The story of clipper ships always
young people at this season.
i were won by Mrs. Mary J. Long. affords a thrill for New Englanders,
Nellie Achorn. Margaret Bowler. Mrs. and particularly here ln Rockland
David Knowlton, Mrs. Lillian McRae where the famous Red Jacket was
MEETS TODAY AT 4
j and Mrs Flora Post. The fourth in built. And that will be the subject
The full general committee,
I this series will be held next Tuesday tonight of Capt. James Marden's talk
men and women, on the Com
i afternoon with Mrs. Lizzie French as before the Baptist Men's League.
munity
Building
furnishing
hostess.
Capt. Maiden was a deep water
group will meet at 4 o'clock this
sailor. In connection with his talk
afternoon in the large Chamber
of Commerce room for Its or
Tlie
Rockland
Parent-Teacher he will show a model of the Red
ganization meeting.
General
Association is the co-operating Jacket.

$5.00

136&138

Miss Margaret Reid who was as
sistant operator at the Western
Union office last summer goas soon
to thc Bloomfield school in New
Jersey to train for a position as
manager.

(Buy now for
As the finest dinner cloth made
Many Styles, Sixes and Patterns
Prices ranging up to—

it

Romain J. Marcoux of Lewiston
has been appointed district deputy
for the Knights of Columbus district
which includes Limerock Council of
i Rockland.

79c pair

Good
Housekeeping)

AIR TREDSHOES

On petition of ENOCH M. CLARK
the Governor and Council have
ordered a recount of the votes east
at the Slate election, Sep. 14. 1936,
in thc town of THOMASTON, on
Referendum Question No. 3, said
recount to take place at the State
House. Augusta, Maine. Tuesday.
Nov. 24, 1936. at ten o'clock, A. M.

Earl Bickmore is having a fort
night's vacation from his duties as
clerk at the First National Store. Al
fred Young of Owl’s Head ls sub
stituting.

(Appraved by

Willard Hart of the Tydol Gas Co s
Richard Knowlton, "Spud" Murphy,
itaff is devoting his annual vaca,ion to the pursuit of game in the Graham Hills and Steve Accardi1
leave tomorrow morning for Miami
jig woods.
Beach. Fla. where they wiil be em- j
Rodney E. Feyler. Dick Reed. Dr. ployed at Hotel Hampton, Wilbur T (
Benjamin Keller and Charles Win Murray manager.
chenbaugh are on a hunting trip in
Washington County.
Votes cast on the liquor referen
dum questions in Rockland at the.
A card party will be held Friday State election will be recounted at (
afternoon at Grand Army hall for Augusta tomorrow. The city voted |
the benefit of the utility table of the "wet" on all three. The votes cast
auxiliary to S.U.V. fair.
on th06e questions in Thomaston
plans will be discussed, commit
tees appointed and actual work
and Waldoboro will be recounted
begun, though considerable of
The women of the Rockland Farm Nov. 24.
the preliminaries have already
Bureau are having a public supper
beer, completed. The next meet
at their hall at The Meadows, Friday
Miss. Elizabeth Walker, daughter
ing will be held in the building
night. A most appetizing menu ls of Mr and Mrs. Louis A. Walker of
itself where Supervising Archi
tect link will explain all details
offered. Serving will begin at 5.30 79 Summer street a freshman at
a\d the c ommittee may see first
Bates College, has been appointed to
hand the splendid building
A public beano party, sponsored by the staff of thc Bates Student. Bates
the cooked food and candy commit undergraduate newspaper. This an
Rehearsals for the senior class play
tees of the S U.V. Auxiliary fair will nouncement was made at a staff
"Tweedles" are now being conduct
be held Friday night at the home of meeting by John E Leard. editor.
ed. The play is by Booth TarkingMrs. Bessie Church, 23 T street. All
are welcome.
The November term of Knox Coun ton, and will be presented in the
ty Probate Court was presided over Rockland High School auditorium
Golden Rod Chapter O.ES num by Judge Ellery Bowden of Waldo Dec. 10 and 11. In the cast are: Rose
bering 30 members motored to South County. On the bench at the Decem Malburg. Shirley Stanley. Barbara
Thomaston, Monday night and were ber session will probably be Harry E. Orff. Fred Haining. Eleanor Look.
guests of Forget-me-Not Chapter Wilbur, who was recently elected for Maxwell Ames, Fred MacDonald,
Supper was served and the degrees a full term, and was also appointed James Hayes and Edward Childs..
were conferred at the business by Gov. Brann to fill out the unexsession.
plred term of the late Judge M T.
Crawford.
The V.P.W. Auxiliary meets Fri
day night at 7.30. with the initiation
Fall athletic awards at Bates Col
FOR WOMEN
of five candidates. Hostesses will be lege, Including 18 for varsity football,
AAA to EEE
Senior Vice President Mrs Elizabeth five
for
varsity
cross-country,
Cormier and Secretary Mrs. Helen twenty for freshman football, and
Nield. A social hour will follow the seven for freshman cross country,
business session, members being re were announced Tuesday by Prof.
quested to wear uniforms.
Oliver F. Cutts, Director of Athletics.
Among the freshman awards for
FOR BOYS AND MEN
The Court calendar for 1937 was
football appears (he name of Wilbur i
announced Tuesday. Justice Albert
Connon of Rockland and Norman
Beliveau who presided at the recent
Merrill of Augusta, well known to
term comes again to Knox County in Knox County beseh-n fans
YOUTHS’ AND BOYS’
February. Justice George L. Emery
presides at the May term and Jus
Closing out all Japanese goods this
tice William H. Fisher comes ln No
week at cwt. Not many pieces
vember. To Lincoln County are ap
First come, first served! What-Not
portioned Justice Herbert T. Powers Gift Shop—adv.
139-lt
In May and Justice Edward P. Mur
ray in November.
Weekend specials: Right when they
are needed. $6.95 wool jersey dresses
Choice selections of Fostoria glass; $4.95 and jersey blouses at $3 95 to be
FOR tyOMEN
hand-painted itrays; Fiesta ware,
All Colors and Heels
closed out at $2.95. On the Bargain
suitable for gifts, or to brighten din Rack—no dress over $5.00. Friday
ing-table. Exclusive selling rights in
and Saturday only. All sales final.
this section of the hand-made Co Alfreda Perry. 7 Llmerock street —
CHILDREN'S
lonial reproductions; mirrors, wall adv.
139-it
brackets, stools, boxes, etc., of the
Charlton-Johnson Company, Boston.
All moderately priced. What-Not
GOOD STURDY
Gift Shop.—adv.
139-lt
Ambulance Service

NOTICE

There will be a special children's
| matinee at 4 o'clock this afternoon
at Park Theatre featuring Sibyl
, Jason in “The Captain's Kid.’’

duced price of—

from $4.98 up

THE WEATHER

Lermond's Cove was frozen over
this morning, The gulls seemed to
be enjoying their reserved seats.

Pre-Thanksgiving Specials

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 19—Monthly meeting of the
Baptist Men's League.
Nov, 20—Union—Orade School fair ln
gymnasium
Nov. 20 (2 to 8:30)—Educational Club
meeting with Mrs Carrie Wiliams Fowlet
at Central Maine rooms
Nov 20—Concert by Rubinstein Club
and Les Camarades Musicaux ol Bath at
Congregational Church.
Nov. 20-21 — Camden — Megunticook
Orange fair.
Nov. 24—Donation Day at Home for
Aged Women.
Nov, 2S—Thanksgiving ball, under
auspices of Kiwanis Club, at Temple hall.
Nov. 26—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 27—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood.
Dec 1—Thomaston—Annual fair of
Federated Church.
Dec. 2—Annual fair Auxiliary to
Anderson Camp S.U.V. at Orand Army
hall.
.
Dec 3— Warren—Fair and three act
play. ''The Meddlesome Maid," auspices
Mystic Rebekah Lodge
Dec 10-11—The Senior Class play
"Tweedles,'' at High School Auditorium.
Dec 11—Camden—Senior Class play at
Opera House
Dec
14—Knox County Ministerial
Ass'n meets at Warren Congregational
Church
Dec 17—Rockport—Senior class play.
"Mamas Baby Boy."
Dec 21—Forefathers' Day
Dec. 25—Christmas.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Made To Order
Shades and Lino
leum Work Our
Specialty

(Successors to F. J. Simonton Co.)

,9j«

6
8l9{lOll{l2 13
15 $16 17’18 19 20
23. £3 24 25 26 27
4

M E. WOTTON & SON

Expert Carpet
Layer For lour
Linoleum Floors
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SCHOOL SHOES
$1.00
RALPHE’ NUTT
SHOE STORE

436 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

DIED
LUDWIG—At Waldoboro. Nov. 15. Miss
Susan A Ludwig, aged 35 years.
Funeral In Central cemetery, Waldo
boro.
BOND—At Waldoboro. Nov. 18. Ada M .
widow of Edgar P Bond, formerly of
Jefferson, aged 69 years.
Funeral
Friday at 2 o’clock from residence of
Celesta Winchenbach. Dutch Neck
Interment ln Rural cemetery
ANDERSON—At Port Clyde Sept—C
Douglas Anderson, aged 16 years. 3
months. 11 days. Interment ln East
Friendship.
DUNTON—At Rockland, Nov. 18, Eisle
Jane, wife of Oeorge Dunton. aged 80
years. 10 months. 18 days. Funeral Fri
day at 2 o'clock from Burpee's parlors.
Burial ln Appleton.
WOOD—At Rockland, Nov 19. Ernest I
Wood, aged 71 years, 11 months, 5
days Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock
from Burpee parlors.

Annual November Sale
Ends Saturday
November 21st
Take Advantage of This Sale on Staple,
First Quality Goods!
Our only store-wide sale of the Fall Season

We have marked for immediate clearance certain

Dress Goats as listed below
Dark Green Dress Coat, Fox Collar, size 18. was $39.59
Brown Dress Coat, Marmink Collar, size 42, was
58.09
Dark Green Dress Coat, Marmink Collar, size 16, was 58.00
Dark Brown Dress Coat, Fox Collar, size 14, was
58.00
Black Dress Coat. Marmink Collar, size 18, was
58.00
Brown Dress Coat, Raccoon Collax, size 16, was
39.50
Green Dress Coat, Grey Wolf Collar, size 18, was 25.00
Black Dress Coat, Wolf Collar, size 16, was
2450
One Group Warm Winter Coats, were
14.75
One Group Warm Plaid Backs, were
9.75

$19.50
25.00
25.00

25.00
25.00
19.50
12.50
12.50
10.00
7.95

MANY OTHER BETTER COATS MARKED DOWN

DRESSES

COHASSET SHEETS

Acetate and Woolly Type
Regular $1.19 Value

They wlll be Higher Next
Monday
63x99
72x99

$1.00

59c

81x108

81x99

In the Bargain Attic

$1.10

MEN'S HEAVY WINTER

CHIFFON VELVET

UNION SUITS
Sizes 36 to 46

First Quality
$1.98 Value

SILK HOSIERY
Prices Will Be Higher
• 42 Gauge First Quality
• ChifTon or Service
• All New Colors

$1.19 yd.

65c

NOVEMBER SALE

69c

32-PIECE SET

PLAID BACK

COATS

DISHES

Brown or Oxford
Sizes 14 to 20

Choice of different patterns
decorated Breakfast Sets

$7.95

$2.98

COTTON BATTS

•r
WOOL FILLED

COATINGS, DRESS GOODS

“Big Value" Quilted

PUFFS

54” WOOL

DRESSES
Reg $6 95 Reg $9.75 Reg $15.50

$5.00

$6.95

$12.50

2/2 lb

.49

Flowered Sateen Covered

November Sale Price

3 lb

.55

$3.98

$1.00

Tlie
Courier-Gazette
returns
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
thanks to Grant Demmons of Son
Francisco who sent copies of Cali
fornia papers containing reports of he was in the woods and as result
thc opening of the new Bay Bridge is confined to hls house.
The former Roekland boy sang some
Mr. Rowe of Palermo was in town
of the old favorites recently over
Sunday afternoon.
Station K Y A. and through the
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wellman of
medium of one of them met some
China
tr//de a visit Sunday with'
former Maine people. He has been
in ill health since returning from his ' trends ln this place.
Rockland vacation and is still under
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Esancy of Au
gusta were recent guests at the Stan
the doctor's care.
ley Jones home.
A dual role of social surprise and
Carold Rowe passed Sunday with
NATIVE
RIB
business was enacted yesterday after Mrs. Rowe who is teaching school in
noon at. the Bok Home by the Knox this town.
Hospital Nurses' Alumnae Associa
Earl Prescott, Elizabeth Prescott,
tion Routine formalities of thc meet Carl Prescott and Harold Pitman
KIDNEY
ing being speedily disposed of under were visitors Tuesday night at the
direction of the president. Miss Lu home of Edith Overlock.
cinda Young, thc bulk of the after
Mrs. Nellie Hannan who for sev
noon was devoted to bestowal of mis
SMALL LEAN
eral months was with Mrs. Carrie
cellaneous gifts and good-will to a
Clark has returned to her daughter's
newly-married alumna. Mrs. Richard
home ln Montville. Mrs. Clark will
Dobbins iThelma Crowell). This
pass the winter with her daughter,
FRESH
BONELESS
BONELESS
member's popularity was in large
Mrs. Humes at Stickney's Corner.
degree thc drawing power for an un
The Woman’s Guild assembled
usually large attendance, while a
light luncheon heightend the joy of Tuesday at Mason hall and organized
for the year with Inez Cunningham
the gay group.
as president; Mildred Turner, vice
president;
Ruth Boynton, secretary
American Legion Auxiliary supper
and Aggie Peabody, treasurer. Meet
Saturday at Legion hall 5 to 7.
BONELESS
ings will be held the first Tuesday in
139-lt
each month.
Mrs. Donald Rhoades and children
RAZORVILLE
NATIVE FRESH KILLED
visited Mrs. Blanche Johnston Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Scott of Waldo day.
Mrs. Morris Powell announces the
boro were visitors Wednesday at the
home of Edith Overlock.
engagements of Dycel Powell to
LARGE FLORIDA
Charles Barnes and crew are cut Charles Colljns; and Carl Powell to
ting spool wood at MacFarland's Dorothy Marson.
Merle Morang of Augusta was in
Corner in Liberty.
Charles Barnes was badly injured this vicinity on a recent hunting tiip
We will have a large assortment of Selected Birds
Saturday by the fall of a tree while but failed to get a deer.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Powell have
for Thanksgiving, including
been guests at the Morris Powell
residence.

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
Telephone

993

We Deliver

WEEK-END SPECIALS
LAMB
LEGS
lb 21c

LAMB CHOPS,

lb 23c

LAMB CHOPS,

Ib 33c

lb 23c

ROASTING PORK,

SIRLOIN
ROAST
25c lb

SIRLOIN
STEAK
25c lb

PIG’S
LIVER
2 lbs 27c

2 lbs 23c

SALT FISH BITS,

SrbBw

USED CARS
AMBULANCE SERVICE

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. (62

» CLAREMONT ST, BOCKLAND
98tf

Bought and Sold

MILLER
’S GARAGE
»
Rankin St.,

Rockland
120Ttf

CHICKENS,

lb 29c

ORANGES,

dozen 23c

TURKEYS, CHICKENS, FOWL, DUCKS
AND GEESE
with all the fixings

face BrokenUuf?

Relieve the soreness and aid heal
ing by washing daily with Resinol
M^wSoap and freely applying*

Resinol

WE BUY

OLD GOLD
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
170 MAIN ST„

ROCKLAND

i

Every-Other-Day
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SALADA
TEA

204

INDOOR

You can have a lot of fun touching up that

PAINT

room, closet, floor, chair, etc^ you have had in
mind to do all Fall. And—to do a good job
economically, we suggest

JOBS
are in

BEST PAINT SOLD

ORDER

Il is just that, in our opinion, the Best Paint
Sold. Why be satisiied with less? We have

NOW!

all colors and all types for all jobs.

8236
FARM, DAIRY

and

POULTRY

SUPPLIES - SEEDS

Kendall & Whitney
FEDERAL .nJ UMPtt

STS.,

PORTEAMD

MAINE

The Bible Sunday School gave a
pleasing entertainment Sunday night
under the direction of Miss Margaret
McKnight, with a Thanksgiving
service opening the program in which
the audience participated.
Following this, the pageant. “Out
of the Bible" was presented by 'he
Sunday School pupils ln an admir
able manner furnishing general ?nj joy ment.
Songs and exercises by the lltil*■ tots closed the exercises. Parts were
taken in this order: Religious educa
tion. Alfreda Young; imagination
Violet Brooks: Miriam. Barbara Marton; David. Louie King: Deborah.
Pauline King; Samuel. Junior Davie;
Abraham. Philip Morton; Isaac. Har
old Layr; Joseph. Joseph LeBlanc;
captive maid. Hazel Young; daugh
ter of Jarious. Alice Layr.
Children of Perea. Mary Davis.
Coris Payson. Lois. Nichols. Helen
Young; children. Basil Brown. Char
lotte Young. Constance Nichols. Miri
am Young. Marilyn Payson. Beebe
Brown. Joan Brown. Richard Gould.
Friscilla Brooks; Mary. Martha
Gould; Joseph. Hope Brown.
The pianist was Mrs. Gould; assist
ants Mrs Young and Shirley Morton
Miss MacKmght has held a series

14

FOR SALE

I
Officers-elect of St. George Lodge
Advertisements In this column not to
txceed three llnee Inserted onoe for 25
I
FAM. were installed Monday night
p
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each tor one time
by D.D.G M. Edgar Ames of Thomas
BRUSH for sale Trucking of all kinds.
10 cents for three times. Six words Tel 384-M
139*141
ton assisted by Ralph U. Clark of J
make a line.
BRUSH and loam for sale. Delivered.
Rockland, as grand marshal, and I
Call 23-W WILLIAM ANDERSON. West
Meadow Road
139-141
Willis R Vinal of Wairen as grand
THREE small wood lots for sale near
chaplain.
The officers installed
main road. hard. soft, lumber T J.
were: Master. Albert E. MacPhail;
CARROLL, Thomaston. Tel Rockland
263-21
139-tf
senior warden. Maurice Davis; junior
MALE, black bulldog, white vest, nice
I
HOUND
dog
lost
Tuesday
ln
Winslows
warden. Josef Vinal; treasurer. Ben
Mills, black and tan female 6 C PERRY’ tall, very reasonable. MRS ROSE HUP
Bayer Tablets
"... BETTER MVKF. it two boxes
139-141
, on collar. Reward 38 Talbot Ave Tel PER Tenants Harbor. Tel 4-3
jamin Starrett; secretary, Chester B
of Shredded Wheat. They dis
Dissolve Almost
8-J_____________________
139-141
CHEVROLET dump truck 1933 for
Hall; senior deacon. Curtis C Star
appear like magic in a house
SHORT-halred yellow, black and white sale; new body. $350 Inquire ERNEST
Instantly
full of youngsters!" Yes—and
rett; junior deacon. Albert W White; j
cat lost ln vicinity of Owls Head Re- MUNRO, 34 Union St. Tel 8910_________
139-141
In 2 ncrnnda by Mop
it’s wonderful for them, be
ward
BURDELL STROUT.
139-141 , HAY’ 10 to 12 tons good loose hay for
marshal. George W. Walker; chap
w nteh. a genuine
cause ShreddedWheat is 100%
J.■ 1 sale Grown on new land,good quality.
HAYEK Aspirin lubii't
vhole wheat!
lain. W. H Robinson; tyler. Marshall
I F W GORDON. Union
139-141
■tarts to disintegrate
and go to work. Drop a
1
• i SECOND hand hot water radiators for
White: trustees, Oeorge Walker.
Bayer Aapirin tablet In
1 sale THURSTON OIL CO.Tel
127,
Niven C. Crawford, and Oscar E. '
to a
of water. Hy
j Rockland
139-141
tbe time it hita tbe bot
SHREDDEDWHEAT Starrett. The senior and Junior
B-»-»-**-**»*»***-****-»*-w
DRESSED chickens for sale for
tom of the glaaa it ia
... » . ,
,
Thanksgiving. H. W LITTLE. 360 Broadstewards will be Installed at a later
diaintegrating. What
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for man alone wav Tel 532
13S-141
happena in thia glaau
ln small village, no one over 45 need — ------date. Ivy Chapter. O ES was invited
. . . happena in your
FANCY
dressed chickens for sale. 30c
apply. J. Liberty. Maine
137-142
—
atomach.
to attend the ceremonies. Tenor solos
lb. GUY JOHNSON. Lake ave , lei 563-J.
MIDDLEAGED lady would like posi
138*141
were sung by Chester O. Wyllie and
tion as housekeeper or general house
SHOATS and pigs for sale, all sizes;
work Address J A. H Friendship. Me .
Roger Teague, their accompanist
slabwood $5 cord delivered; green cordFor Amazingly Quick Relief Box 44
isb’mi wood $6.50 cord R. L. ESANCY. Liberty.
Mrs. Carrie R. Smith.
137*139
COLLIE or Sheppard puppies wanted;
Verna Robinson was guest over- ' Get Genuine Bayer Aspirin also
small mixed breeds, state age and
BRUSH for sale, also trees for lawn
sex F G HOVESTADT. 78 Canal St. WILLIAM DONOHUE. Tel. 196-W
I night Sunday of Marion Wallace on
If you suffer from pains of neuritis Boston. Mass.
138-140
______________________ 138-140
the middle road.
what you want is quick relief.
SPECIAL work—Until Christmas tor
FOUR good bargains In Real Estate
Mr. Bartholomay and son of Bos
Genuine Bayer Aspirin tablets two young men wanted. Must be ol age. for sale Note these four great bargains,
give quick relief, for one reason, be well educated, have car See MR. fine localities, situated on Beech street.
a Product Ot NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
ton are repairing the organ at the
cause
they dissolve or disintegrate STREET Hotel Rockland 4 to 6 p. m.. Llmerock street. Park street and SweetBaptist Church. This instrument will
138*139: ‘kad street Small amount paid down
almost instantly they touch mois Friday only!
------------------------------------------------------------- i and easy time payments Babson says;
of meetings here and with decided be in readiness for Sunday services,
ture. (Note illustration above.)
A neat refined housekeeper is wanted i “Buy real estate for Investment " W H
success from the standpoints of at with the exception of the electric
138-143
Hence — when you take a real to assist ln house work and care for SPEAR, Rockland. Tel 430.
No washing or ironing.
n
,--------- ;--------------m------ tt--------Bayer Aspirin tablet it starts to dis semi-invalid.
tendance and religious education blower which will be installed as
Small family Around 50 or 60 years of I ,.1928. Pa!Ke f2£
"I
111
solve almost as quickly as you age preferred Write Box 275. care cl Also trailer CLIFFORD B CARROLL.
For the kind assistance which she soon as It arrives. Sermon topic for
138*140
swallow it. And thus is ready to Courier-Gazette.
138-140 Warten, Maine, Tel. 1-12.
has received in this worthy work, her the morning will be. "The Harmony
start working almost instantly . . .
NINETEEN draft horses for sale; also
NEAT capable woman wanted to do
shoats
headaches, neuralgia and neuritis housework for the winter Four In | 70
thanks are extended the community of the Word," with a Thanksgiving
nntZn
M*'»£i and
“.‘1 pigs C M. BURGESS.
137*139
family, two children Will have own _lon
U
pains start casing almost at once.
workers.
anthem by the choir. In the evening
room and help with housework Pay 13
APPLES for Thanksgiving, extra fancy
Thai’s why millions never ask for with
excellent board Location Matinicus
Golden Delicious. Northern
will be a pre-Thanksgiving service in
aspirin by tne name aspirin alone Island Wanted Immediately so please McIntosh.
Spys and Greenings, for sale by peck or
union with the Congregational
when they buy. but always say call with application at The Courier- box_ Come early, as supply is limited
“BAYER ASPIRIN” and see that Oazette office or mall application there NICHOLS FARM. Atlantic Highway.
Church. The choirs will unite for a
139-141 Warren. Tel. 7-21
137*139
half hour of special music. Miss they get it.
1500 bundles of Christmas trees wanted
CEMETERY lot for sale excellent loca
Try it. You’ll say it's marvelous.
Immediately. HASKELL BROS. Log tion tn Achorn cemetery. Apply to MRS
Margaret Stahl of Rockland organist.
Cabin Filling Sta, City. Tel. 1115-J, ETTA ANDERSON. 259 Talbot ave
The musical program will be in
15C FOR
house Tel 25.
137-tf _____________ _ __________________ 137*140
charge of Mrs. Carrie Wyllie and
POSITION wanted, aa allround cook.
PRESSED and loose hay for sale.
A DOZEN
HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and CUTTING FARM, South Warren. Tel.
Chester Wyllie. The offering will
Willow 8ts . Rockland.
87-tf 3-3
137*139
be divided between the two churches.
MILL property and equipment for
Rev. H. I Holt and Rev. H. A. Welch
quick sale House 10 rooms, barn wood
Legal Notices
shed 5 acres, city water, hot water heat.
Virtually
will speak briefly at the union service.
VERNON L PACKARD. City. Tel 887-J.
lc a tablet
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
137*142
“Thanksgiving" will be the topic at
WHEREAS. Roy H Gould of Union, ln
BRUSH for sale. $3 per load WR
the worship Sunday morning at the
the County of Knox and State of Maine. MURRAY. Rockport. Tel 511 Camden
LOOK FOR THF tAYER CROSS
by hls mortgage deed dated Septembei Tel
~ ' 384-M
-------Congregational Church.
137-139
28th. 1932. and recorded In Knox County
A High School social will be held
HOUSE banking brush lor sale; also
Registry ol Deeds. Book 234. Page 18
conveyed to Clifford E Wellman of 6ald any size trees for lawn C E. GROTTON.
at 7:30 Friday at Glover hall. Games,
135-tf
Union, a certain lot or parcel ot land, 138 Camden St , Tel 1214-M
VINALHAVEN
and dancing will be enjoyed during
with the buildings thereon, situated ln
EXCELLENT. fitted, hard stove wood
said Union, bounded and described as for sale, seasoned; $6 75 per cord; dethe evening.
The choir and music committee of fo**2*s„
'llvered, $9 Robert nutt, west RockJames Nickles, who recently under
.
BEGINNING at stake and stones at the , port.
133*141
Union Church will meet tonight at , corner of Nathaniel Lothrop's land at1 - .7777;---- ;----- --------- ;----——-------- *-----went an operation for appendicitis at tho vestev fnr s inner and rehearsal I the County road; thence South 21° West,
p
S,
‘
%/
al
S.'
82
;
50
H?
the testrt for supper and rehearsal. , seven (7) rods and wo (J) „nks tQ XIMBALL, 597 Old County Rd.jel,
Knox Hospital, has returned home,
132-tf
Keith Kittredge returned Monday aLothron
‘a*e and
8to"es °ear tha br°°k “n 8ald
mother in Rockland.
s land: thence North R2- Fasti
from
a
trip
to
New
York.
three
rods
(3)
and
two
|2>
links
to
a
coal,
$15;
coke.
$11.
J.
PAULSEN.
Mrs. Nora Russell is chairman of
stake; thence North 35’ East, six (61 1 Tel. 84-2. Thomaston
123-tf
C. L. Boman returned Tuesday cmnerS«
the committee of the Baptist Ladies'
! “FORDSON traCtOr foTSle~BTCKNELL
corner
at
county
road,
thence
by
said
manufacturing
nn
iio
Circle, which will serve supper to from Rockland.
road three <3. rods and fifteen and oneRING CQ____________
115l?) links to place of beginning
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
night. Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Drew and Mr. half
Also another certain lot or parcel of
f°r the season Phone us. Rockland
Mrs (Nora Russell has returned and Mrs. Alfred Creed are enjoying a land, situate ln said Union, bounded.
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
and
described
as
follows,
to
wit:
___
132-tf
home after being the guest of rela- j trip to New York,
BEGINNING on the town road leading I ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood.
tives in Skowhegan.
Alexander Christie arrived Mon„ A1 Jh,e
y I under £?ver als0 lumb«r T J carof land of Nathaniel Lothrop; ' ROLL. Tel 263-21. Rockland
132-tf
Raymond Williams Jr., of Warren day after a business trip in line with corner
thence South 20° West by land of Lucy {
-------------------- 3----------------------A
Dornan.
nine
rods
<9|
and
eight
(8)
.
HOUSE
6
ro°m5.
.?°?
d
£
ell
»L
garage
Highlands, who underwent an ap his duties as United States Warden.
links to stake and stones on the Norther 5 min. walk from Main St.. some Im
pendectomy at Knox Hospital recent- I
hank ol the Lermond Mill stream; provements. $1600. House 7 rooms, good
1 Mr and Mrs Harold Arey returned ly
thence South 74° West, a sufficient dis cellar, lights, good well. 2-car garage. 8
ly. is now at the home of his grandclear field, on good road. 5 miles
Monday to Boston having been in tance to make lot one rod wide: thence acres,
Truck Skids on Bridge
North 20 East running one rod west of from city. $1000 House 7 rooms, good
■ town to attend the funeral of Mrs. the first mentioned line to the road cellar, garage, barn, city water lights
What might have been a serious
aforesaid; thence Easterly by said road can ba had. 81 or 10 acres, on tar road,
Arey s mother Mrs James Ross.
to the place of beginning, containing, ne,ar
,?*£' 8800 House 5 rooms with
accident occurred Tuesday night on
’ 1 cellar, lights, center of city, $800
Mr. and Mrs. A M. Cassie. Herbert ten 110) square rods, more or less.
the temporary bridge over the
Both of the above described lots were i
?ousf ® T°?ms wlth garage.
by Lucy A Dornan to Roy H ’*ght», water, $600 Will sell any of these
Georges on the middle road, when Cassie. Dorothy Cassie and Mr and conveyed
for
small
____
_____ ____
Gould
by
her
warranty
deed
dated
Oct
I
*
or
SIHa L payment^
down, balance
Frank Prescott of Rockland, driver of Mrs. Ambrose Peterson returned lst. 1915. and recorded ln Book 172. rent. V. F STUDLEY.
---—- TeL 1154 or 330.
129-tf
Page 222 Knox Registry of Deeds
I Many more not llsted
Monday
from
Boston
where
they
at

a fuel oil truck for the A. C. McLoon
AND WHEREAS the condition of said
tended
the
Vinalhaven
banquet
and
mortgage has been broken.
I Co., of Rockland skidded on the wet
NOW THEREFORE, by reason of the
1 plank runway on the bridge, into dance Saturday at the 20th Century breach of the condition thereof. I claim
Club.
a foreclosure of said mortgage
the log to which the bridge is
Dated at Rockland. Maine, November
Beulah Gilchrist and Douglas Gtl- 2nd.
; chained. This alone saved him from
1936.
CLIFFORD E WELLMAN
plunging truck and all. into the ! Christ returned Monday from a
132-T-136
ALL modern 6-room house to let. 72
visit
in
Worcester.
Mass.
The
latter
[ water. Before the truck was pulled
Mechanic St . Rockland Also practical
ly
new Septco hot water heater for sale
1 out. the 570 gallons of fuel oil with also visited in Farmington.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
at attractive price. Apply STEPHEN
WHEREAS.
Mary
F
Handy
Johnson
of
BRAULT.
57 South Main^St
I which it was loaded was pumped into
Mrs. Edith Vinal spent the week
137-139
Rockland, in the County of Knox and .
another truck.
end in North Haven as guest of her ____
State___
of ______
Maine, by her mortgage deed . PARK street restaurant to let comdated March 25th. 1932. and recorded In :
xTIt ™ PrlC* X.
Selectmen ordered the bridge daughter Miss Enna Vinal.
Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 230. Page "TUPLE**, Tel. 1154 or 330.________138-tf
closed to traffic. The contract for
Mr George Strachan has employ- 438' conveyed to the undersigned.' Fred
SMALL, furnished apartment to let. all
A Thorndike, of said Rockland, a certain modern Improvements. 19 Willow street
the building of a permanent bridge ment in New York.
i lot or parcel of land, together with the |
137*139
at this spot was awarded two weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Woodcock are Rockland. o^The South^stde ^f OtisTI®IK furnished rooms for light
ago. with the stipulation that a receiving congratulations on the Street bounded and described as fol- J’.ou*,teep(ng to let. private bath.
North Main street.
137-tf
to wit
safe temporary bridge be put in this birth Nov. 9 of a daughter. Donna | lows,
beginning at stake and stones on |
(.................... - —
( SIX-room apartment to let. 1 minute
| fall. The closing of the floating
I the Northwest corner of land of heirs , from bus Modern conveniences Rent
Amy'
] of Lois H. Webber: thence North 14’ reasonable. L. W THORNDIKE Thom| bridge, which was put ln last May,
___ of
__ William
______ __
_______ , aston.
Clyde Orcutt and Alfred Orcutt \ East by. land
H. Coombs.
138-140
means that all travel to and from returned Tuesday from a trip to New thencV E^s'ter'ly4 byethe‘S^th^rtt’ l’ineM „rrU.R7,!S?lFD. or unfur!lls!:el a,?arl’
i Warren village, must go by way of York
8a‘d Cnis street, thirty-elght <38. feet J&XY Te!
r W
w
to stake and stones; thence South 14°
or 330________ 138-tf
South Union, an extra distance of at
The Silent Sisters anet Tuesday West about seventy-three (73 > feet to I FURNISHED tenement to let at 30
I least seven miles.
with Mrs Inez Conant
stake and stoncs at lftnd oi 1x518 H Granite St. Six rooms, bath, furnace,

Now Ease

“Out of the Bible"

The satisfying

In Everybody’s Column

WARREN

EAST UNION

Neuritis Pains
Fast

: LOST AND FOUND j

WANTED

TO LET

wnn MTS. Inez vonant.

MANY NEVER

SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES

w HAT Is home today without electric refrigeration?
and electric lights.

It’s as important as running water

It is also the "first step” to perfect happiness—freedom from drudgery,

and more fun out of life, which comes with the All-Electric Kitchen.

range is the second step.

What a joy electric cooking really is!

This automatic electric

This range is almost human

in the way it starts itself, regulates its oven temperature, and shuts itself off.

The third step

is the automatic electric water heater, which gives you all the hot water you need without your

giving it a passing thought.

Acquire your All-Electric Kitchen step by step and begin with a

gleaming white refrigerator.

As you add electric appliances,

the kwh cost of electricity goes down.

When you install the

electric water heater, the cost goes way down to 10 a kwh

after you have used 200 kwhrs.

This Westinghouse Electric refrigerator ran he
purchased for as little as $3.75 « month.

CENT
POWE I

AIME
COMPANY

Thia Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief
Many sufferers relieve nagging barkarhe
quickly, once they discover that the real cause
of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
the excess acids and waste out of the blood.
Most people pass about 3 pints a day or about
3 pounds of waste.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting
and burning shows there may be something
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood,
when due to functional kidney disorders, may
be the cause of nagging backache, rheumatic
pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and en
ergy, tetting up nights, swelling, puf&ness
under the eyes, neadaches and dixxiness.
Don't wait I Ask your druggist for Doan's
Pills, used successfully by millions for over 40
years. They give happy relief and will help the
15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

Webber; thence Westerly by said Web-

in Memorial hall, sponsored by the
Lion's Club. It will be a big event.
Watch for details.

WINTER SCHEDULE
1936—1937
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 14
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
SERVICE TO
VINALHAVEN, NO. HAVEN, STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S
ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
Read Down
Read Up 1
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv SWAN’S ISLAND
6.30 Lv STONINGTON
Lv
7.30 Lv North Haven
Lv
S 15 Lv VINALHAVEN
Lv
9.30 Ar ROCKLAND
Lv
Subject to change without notice
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Telephone 402
Rockland, Me.
137-tf

warranty deed dated June 18. 1909. and
recorded ln Book 149. Page 144. Knox
Reg of Deeds, and being the Westerly
part of the premises conveyed to Clif
ford A Hamilton by George M. Simmon?
by hls warranty deed dated March 28.
1921. and recorded in Knox Registry of
Deeds. Book 188, ___
Page
- 392. also see deed
.
dated June 10. 1921. given by the said
George M. 8immons to Clifford A
Hamilton, correcting the Easterly bound
as given ln the above referred to deed.
Also giving a right of way over a certain driveway on the property of Cllfford A. Hamilton, being Just Easterly ot
the premises conveyed by this deed
Being the same premises conveyed by
Clifford A Hamilton td Ralph T Clark
by hls warranty deed dated July 24. 1924.
and recorded ln Book 200. Page 314. Knox
Registry of Deeds.
See deed of Ralph T Clark to Mary F.
Handy Johnson, dated August 10th. 1925.
and recorded tn Knox Registry of
Deeds. Book 207. Page 382
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken.
Now. therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof. I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated at Rockland. Maine, November
10th. 1936.
FRED A. THORNDIKE
136-Th-142

“COOKING’S EASY WITH
SOCONY BURNING OIL

PUBLIC NOTICE
To Owners ol Buildings Hereinafter
Described
In accordance with Section 36 of
Chapter 26 of the Revised Statutes, you
are hereby notified that the delaptdated
wooden buildings located at Number 40
THE FLAME’S SO HOT AND CLEAN”
Park Street, known as Old Grain Build
ing; also at Number 61 Front Street,
known as the Tibbetts Building, all tn
the City of Rockland, are claimed to be
dangerous and constitute a nuisance.
You are further notified that a public
HEN YOU WANT a hot, uniform
hearing will be had thereon, by the.
flame to cookon.. .one that burns
Municipal Officers of Rockland, at tha
City Council Room ln said Rockland,
cleanly, without smoke or smudge... on the seventh day of December. A D.
1936. at seven o'clock ln the after noon,
fill your kitchen range with Socony
at which time and place you may ap
Burning Oil. For prompt delivery...
pear and make objection if you see fit,
why an order of disposal of said build
ings should not be made
Dated at Rockland, this sixteenth day
of November. A. D. 1936
Leforest A. Thurston, Mayor
Lewis R. Cates.
John Bernet.
Maurice F Lovejoy.
Raymond C. Perry.
William J. Sullivan,
Marcellus M Condon
Harry A Levenseler.
Municipal Officers of the
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY/ INC.

W

1

lights, hot and cold water MRS W B

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomas re- ber s lot about thirty-eight <3S> feet, to MITCHELL. 30 Granite St. City. 138*140
turned Monday to Cambridge. Mass. & ^^^v^ X^Hir^ a
SXsf mr^'w^s
A Thanksgiving ball will be held Dunton
................to.....
--------- hv
“?h-Main
t8- flU8h
sMartha M
M -81mmons
by hls KENNISTON. -176
St. Tel. 874-W

call 115

SOCONY BURNING OIL

City of Rockland.

139-Th-145

__________________________________ 132-tf
FOUR rooms and bath, to let second
floor, easy to heat. $15. water paid F. M.
KITTREDGE. 30 Chestnut 6t. Tel.
1043-J.
137*139
FURNISHED apartment, two rooms
and bath, with heat and lights to let.
|5 week. Foss House. 77 Park St Tel.
330 Unfurnished rent, six rooms and
bath, water free. $15 month, one-half
double house, range connected for hot
water. V. F STUDLEY
135-tf
WESTERN side, unfurnished apart
ment to let, 14 Summer street. Ollburner.
bath, garage MISS ANNIE FRYE. 134-tf
TEN-room house on Warren street to
let, all modern Improvements; rent
reasonable. ROBERT COLLINS. Tel 77.
132-tf

FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms. 2nd
floor. Bath, lights, oil heat, garage tf
desired. Fine condition. Suitable for
cnupie. C. A. EMERY. Tel. 436-M. 150-tf
TWO 4-room tenements to let at 38
Mechanic St. suitable for one family If
desUed. Lights, flush. MRS W. S. KEN
NISTON. 176 Main St . Tel. 874-W. 132-tf
NEWLY decorated apt. to let. tour
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W.
132-tf
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
modern, at 48 Grace St. Tel. 133.
132-tf
APARTMENT tc iet at corner of
Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable
MRS LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St. 132-tf
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
modern. Apply at CAMDEN * ROCK
LAND WATER CO.. Tel. 634.
132-tf

7

MISCELLANEOUS
RELIABLE Spiritual Reading. Ask
questions. 25c and stamp. O. A. A.
JONES, Bluehlll Falls. Thousands satis
fied clients.
139*141
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders,
solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
132-tf
L ATTENTION: Worthwhile Spiritual
Reading You may ask questions 25c and.
stamp. G. A. A. JONES, Bluehlll Falls.
Me.
136*138

. MAonirTW
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ROCKPORT
“Healthy and Sturdy”

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Deane lelt
by bus yesterday for a visit with rela
tives and friends in Massachusetts [
and Connecticut. They will remain i
— And The —
until after Thanksgiving.
Oeorge Crockett resumed his du
ties as clerk at tlie postoffice Wed- ■
nesday after a one week's vacation. :
Mrs. A H. Chatfield has closed her
I Mrs. Gertrude Hupper of Tenants' j
Agriculture
cottage Aldermere and returned j
The New England outlook for 1 Harbor. Mrs. Hobbs organized the j
Mrs. Shutt*# Twins
apples is 11% greater than expected 1 well-known Golden Rule 4-H Club Mrs. Barbara Shutt, 141 Morse St., Tuesday to her winter home in Cin- j
a month ago. but 34% less than last ' tn 1928 and was the leader of this Watertown, Mass., writes the following: cinnati.
year and 46s less than the five-year. I club for eight years—up to 1935,
The Baptist Ladies Circle will'
average. Maine outlook is 180.0C0 when only two girls were left to en- j
hold its annual Christmas supper
Laxative Round Worm Expeller
bushels less than last year; 700.000 roll In club work. In 1934. the Golden
and sale Dec. 9 at the vestry.
bushels less titan the five-year aver Rule Girls won the county plaque lias proved itself to be the best all round
The Aces 4-H Club met Monday j
for the first year, and for 1935 won laxative and worm expeller from my
age 1928-1932.
night
at the home of Miss Vera i
the plaque permanently. They re- j experience. ... I give it to all my
• • • •
Turner.
Due to the resignation of Robert ceived the honor at State contest ln , children exclusively.” ...
Clyde Spear is confined to his |
Edgecomb, the Knox-Lincoln County 1935 for being the highest ranking Signs of Round Worms . . . Consti
pation, deranged stomach, swollen
Dairy Herd Improvement tester. Nor club in the state and were presented upper lip, offensive breath, hard and home by illness.
full stomach with pains, pale face, etc.
An extension is being built on the
ris Hamlin of Farmington, has been a cash award of $15.
The True Family Laxative (or Children aud
Beginning 1936. Mrs Hobbs has
appointed and is already working
front
of the Collamore house recently
Adults. Made from imported herbs. Mildpleasant to take. Ask (or it at your store.
with the herds in the county. Mr, been leader of the Hope Willing
bought by Mrs. Flanders and will be
used for the display of antiques in |
Hamlin has been assistant tester in Workers, a junior girls’ club, and has
Successfully lined (or 84 y«ur»
Androscoggin County Associations already reorganized for 1937. This
connection with her business.
|
where he has done some very fine fine record shows that Mrs. Hobbs ls and meetings can be said of the Help
Miss Barbara Colby is ill at her,
work. He will prepare a monthly very capable and ls welcomed as our ful. Handy. Home, Hustlers of South home on Beauchamp street.
summary of the herds that are being new County Club project leader.
Bristol for 1936. This is the only
Mr arid Mrs. F. Atwood Levensa
tested. Any dairyman who would like
cluto in the county that can boast of ler of Waldoboro were recent guests
National
4-H
Club
song
books
that
to become a member should get in
this excellent record, having held 36 of Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth.
touch with either Mr. Hamlin or contain both words and music to the meetings (three a month! with all
4-H
club
songs
have
been
earned
by
The Trytohelp Club met Monday (
County Agent Wentworth.
five members present at each meet
25
clubs.
The
following
clubs
have
,
night
at the home of Mrs. Lena:
Here Is an opportunity for a dairy
ing.
Tominski with Miss Mildred Graffam i
man to have a complete analysts of reorganized by electing officers;
as hostess. The birthday supper!
his herd each month without any held one or more meetings reported :
WALDOBORO
planned for Monday night has been j
work on his part. Several dairymen at the Farm Bureau office; enrolled
postponed.
In the state, through culling, better five or more club members; and sent
A cake sale will be held by the
breeding, and feeding, have nearly tn a program of work on or before |
Mrs Byron Haining is employed
Community Garden Club at Crowell's
doubled the amount of butter fat Oct. 31: Hope Willing Workers.
at the Fuller-Cobb Co store in Rock
Sunshine
Workers, j store Friday afternoon. Mrs. Joseph
produced by their herd through the Friendship
land for a few weeks.
Boothbay
Gainers.
Beachers
Busy Brooks. Mrs. Charles Rowe. Mrs. L.
help of the tester in the Dairy Herd
The G. W Bridge Club met for
T.
Weston
and
Mrs.
H.
P.
Mason
Improvement Association where they Bees. Pemaquid Beach; Gold Star
play Tuesday afternoon at the home
form the committee.
Workers.
South
Thomaston;
Go
,
are members.
of Mrs. Frances Carleton.
E. B Denny, manager of Round1 Ahead. Owl's Head: Simonton Ayr
Mto Susan A. Ludwig
Twentieth Century Club will
shire
Dairy,
Junior
Sunshine
4-H.
,
Top Farm, is entering hls herd of
Miss Susan A Ludwig. 86, died * entertained Friday afternoon at
Simonton;
Union
Seven
Tree.
Cham

Holstein and Guernseys in the Dairy' the home of Mrs Frances Carleton
Herd Improvement Association. Clar- i pion Chick Raisers. George s River Sunday at the home of her niece,
instead of Mrs. Mildred Putnam as
road;
Happy
Hcmemakers,
Aina;
Mrs.
Louise
Miller.
She
was
the
ence Hilton of Ndrth Newcastle, has J
We invite you to see this new
he New Ford V-8 for 1937 is the
a fine looking herd of Holstein which Singing
4-H. West Rockport; daughter of the late Newell and scheduled. Papers will be presented
^rs Linthel Lane, subject “As I
Ford ear. and arrange to drive one
should make a name for themselves J°»y Glanders. North Haven; Sea Sarah P Ludwig and is survived by
most beautiful Ford ear ever afin County testing Associations.
Urchins. North Haven; Fox Islanders. her niece and a nephew, George E. | Remember It. and by Mrs. Ada
FEATURES
fered. It is built in only one size— equipped with the engine that fits
i Llbb>' "Looking Westward " In reMrs Arthur Jean. North White- Vinalhaven: Healthy Happy Workers, Bliss, of this town.
vour needs.
one standard of roomy comfort and
APFtARANCI — A newly designed ear. Head
Mix, Ludwig was long a teacher in sponse to the roll call current events
field, is very enthusiastic about the South Bristol; Pine 4-H. Camden;
modern appearance. But you may
lamps recessed ill fender aprons. Modern lidthe
local
schools
and
many
former
be
given
on
Maine.
testing Associations and was anxious 1 Abn&kk 4-H. Tenants Harbor,
have either the improved 85-horsetype hood hinged at the bark. Larger luggage
pupils owe thelr start along educa- '
•• • •
to have her herd checked.
spare. Spare lire enrlosed within body. Com
power V-8 engine for maximum perVirginia Carr, secretary’ of the Pine tlonal lines to her careful training
BASE
$
Hens
Work
Overtime
AND
Delbert Andrews of Jefferson has ,
pletely new interiors. Slanting V-typc windshield
4-H club, reported that the members She also taught music and was for
A
unique
electric
lighting
outfit
formanee
—
or
the
new
60-horsepower
UP
entered his Guernsey herd in the 1
opens in all closed ears.
PRICES
In the club are going to help towards many years a member of the Con- j bas been installed in the poultry
V-8 engine for maximum economy.
Association. He is planning to pro
the Megunticook Grange fair by gregational choir.
1 house of O. P. Jackson. Commercial
At Dearborn Plant
COMFORT AND QUIET—A big, roomy ear. Extra
duce certified milk and is anxious to (
The smaller engine makes possible a
making five holders each. The hold
Services were held Tuesday at the street. It is equipped with automatic
•rif
spare is in the body, not taken up by the engine
have his herd tested.
lighter
ear
—
lower
operating
costs
Bumpers, Spare Tire and Accessories
ers were started at the last meeting home of Mrs. Miller and were con- control, the lights turning on and off
under the hood. Comfort of the Center-Poise
Herbert Hawes of Union and1
Additional
— and a lower price.
November 11 at the home of Edna
Ride further increased by smoother arlion of the
Jethro Pease of Hope, are two more 1 Young, both Leader and a club mem- ducted by Rev. Horace M. Taylor, at the desired time,
Body types available wilh 60 or 85
For 20 minutes after turning on
When you drive the 1937 Ford with
long-tapering springs, with new prrssure lubri
who have fine Holstein herds that t’ ber. The next meeting will be held pastor of the Baptist Church. Inhnrsepiiwer engine (without rtf luxe
terment
was
made
in
the
family
lot
they
burn
dimly
gradually
working
cation. New methods of mounting body and
the
85-horsepower
V-8
engine,
you
arc entered in the Knox-Lincoln 1
eqtiipmenl! : Tudor Sedan, Tudor
Nov. 21 at the leader s home. For
up to full brilliancy and for the
engine make this a quieter car.
are master of a power plant that
Dairy Herd Improvement Associa recreation, the club members took in the Central Cemetery.
Touring Sedan, Fordor Sedan, Fordor
I
same
length
of
time
before
shutting
gives everything you can possibly
tion.
Touring Sedan, Five-window Coupe
| part In an "amateur contest."
! off entirely they gradually become
SAFETY
Club Has Musical Program
demand in speed and acceleration.
Other herds that will be included
. . . De Luxe types, with 85-horse
the 1 dimmer.
The
last
two
meetings
of
Today, improved earburetion enables
the those of H H Nash. Camden;
The Lively Little Leaders’ 4-H of
BRAKES
—
New
Easy-.Aetion Safety Brakes, of
power engine: Tudor Sedan, Tudor
In this way the working day for
Alexander Fuller. Union; Willis | South Bristol, with Mrs. Wintie Rus- Womans Club have been interesting
the fable and conduit control type. “The safety
it to deliver its thrilling perform
Touring Sedan. Fordor Sedan. Fordor
of steel from pedal lo wheel.” Self-energizing—
Clark. and Paul 3mithwick. Damand Mrs Mona Farrin. leaders, and well attended. Mrs. Louise F. the hens is lengthened and the sud
ance with unusually low gasoline
Touring Sedan, Five-window Coupe,
ear momentum is used lo help apply the brakes.
ariscotta Mills; Ralph Keene. Noble- have reported reorganization for 1937 Jackson entertained, as is her cus den change from daylight to dark
Roadster,
Phaeton,
Club
Cabriolet,
consumption.
boro; Sam Erskine, and Herbert ' with a new group of officers as fol tom at a musical afternoon at her ness is lessened.
Tests sbow lhat about one-third less pedal pres
Convertible Cabriolet, Club Coupe,
home
on
the
North
Waldoboro
road.
sure is required to stop tbe car.
Clark. South Jefferson; C. H. Bush lows: Geraldine McFarland. Presi
The new 6ft-horsepower V-tvpe 8Convertible Sedan.
Eastern Star Inspection
nell, Whitefield; Arthur Hall, and dent: Winifred Leighton, vice presi Each year Mrs. Jackson selects a
cylinder engine delivers V-8 smooth
BODY—Not an ounee of wood used for slrurtural
AUTHORIZED FORD FINANCE FLANS
Thurl Flagg. Jefferson: Wallace dent; Ruth Farrin. secretary; Ella celebrated composer and weaves her
There was a large attendance at
ness and quietness—even at speeds
strength. Frame structure all steel, sheathed w ith
$25 a month, after usual down-pay
Spear & Son. and Ellis Moody. North Gamage. treasurer; Reita McFarland, program around his compositions the annual inspection of Harbor
up to 70 miles an hour—with gaso
ment, buys any model 1937 Ford V-8 Car
steel panels—lop, sides and floor. All are welded
Nobl'.boro.
—from any Ford dealer—anywhere in the
cheer leader; Mona Farrin. club re- and her contributions are among the Light Chapter O.ES held Tuesdiv
into a single steel unit of great strength. Safety
line mileage so high that it creates
high
lights
of
the
club
season.
This
night
at
Masonic
hal
,
Morf
th&n
United States. Ash your Ford dealer about
I porter; Gertrude Gamage, color
Glass all around at no extra charge.
the easy payment plans of the Universal
year
the
composer.
Mendelssohn,
was
,
100
were
seaUd
the
tab]es
an
entirely
new
standard
of
economy
4-H Club Notes
bearer. The next cluto meeting will be
Credit Company.
her selection and she was ably as- | uke Qf
banque(
#t g 3()
in modern motor ear operation.
Mrs. E. N. Hobbs of Hope is the ■ held at 'Mrs Wintie Russell's home sisted by Mrs. Faith G. Berry and
under the efflcient management of
Knox-Lincoln County Club project on November 17. Ruth N. Farrin, club
Mrs. Lydia Storer. members of the
Mrs. Cora Upham, Mrs Nina Carleader for 1937 and 1938. succeeding secretary.
Rubinstein club of Rockland.
roll. Mrs. Mary Spear and Mrs
N. C While off that coast, Capt. visited her daughter Mrs. Villa Morse liam K. Winchenbach of Dutch Neck
CAPT. FRANK SPOFFORD
Mrs Berry and Mrs. Jackson
Erma, Rachel, and Alma Annis of
were guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs.
Annie Spear.
Spofford died suddenly at the wheel, and family of the village.
the Simonton Junior Sunshine 4-H played piano duets; Mrs. Storer was
Mrs. William Gross and Mrs. Wil Linwood Castner of Medomak.
Funeral services for Capt. Frank Nov. 9. His body was sent north to
The hall was artistically decorated
I Club were present at every meeting heard tn a group of songs with Mrs.
at the piano; and Mrs. Jack-I
motifs, corn Richard Spofford were held at the Russell's Funeral Parlors, Rockland.
held by their club for 1936. Jeanette Berry
Capt. Spofford was a Mason.
c™ n(.v.rt -v-eo. „f ixen^i^hn-J st3ll“' and Pumpkins
The table ap
Buzzell and Shirley Harriman at son played several of Mendelssohns pointments consisted of autumn First Baptist Church Sunday, Rev. I Besides his wife Mrs. Bertha Spof
At the first warn
tended all but two meetings. The compositions and read a sketch of leaves for place mats, streamers of J. Charles MacDonald officiating. ford. he leaves a son, Harold, two
ing sneeze — quick
The bearers were. Merle Hutchinson. daughters, Dorothy Spofford, and
club officers elected by this club for his life. The guest artists and Mrs.
f£f£These cold days have made a decided call for
yellow and brown, and for favors at
— a few drops up
1937 are Jeanette Buzzell, president; Jackson were given a rising vote ol
Ralph Lufkins Edgar Brown, Russell Mrs. Everett Hocking, and a grand
each
place
cardboard
pumpkins
holdheavier
Underwear and Clothing of all kinds and we
each nostril. Its
thanks
for
an
enjoyable
afternoon.
Rachel Annis. vice president; Alma
Upham. Fred Lindsey and Maurice son, Richardi Daniel Hocking, hls
Mrs. Louise MUler. president super- [ “J8 3 fortune telling slip, the reading
timely use helps
were
prepared
ifor it with a full line at very low
Annis. secretary; Erma Annis. treas
Snow.
mother. Mrs. Margaret Spofford; two
of which caused much merriment.
prevent many colds.
urer. Mrs. Cecil Annis is the local vised) the business meeting where
Oapt. Spofford, ''Dick1' as he was sisters, Mrs. Leonard I# Sullivan,
prices
—
which
by
the way are going to be consider
■ plans were made for buying a flag The favors were the work of W. M. familiarly known along the water
leader.
Portland,
and
(Mrs.
Lawrence
Bennett
ably
higher.
Don
’
t
put it off.
Marion
Cash.
icks a tro nol
A 100 percent club in attendance pole for the High School building and
front. was a native of Boothbay of Boothbay Harbor, and one brother
At
the
meeting,
degrees
were
con
first aid kits for the other schools in
Harbor, son of Hiram A. and Mar Dewey Spofford, also of Boothbay
$1.00, $1.25. $1.98. $2.98, $3.98
WINTER UNION SUITS
town. Mrs. Florence Shuman. Mrs.'ferreci on William Ingraham and
................ 75c, 98c
$1.75, $3.09
SHIRTS AND DRAWERS, Heavy
garet Crooks Spofford. He had fol Harbor.
Nan Weston Mrs. Marlon Froelich ’Mrs Loana Shibles was received into
$1.00, $1.50, $1.75, $2 50, $3 5)
FLANNEL SHIRTS ........................
lowed the water since the age of 14
The
Interment
was
In
the
Ocean
$2.98, $3.98. S5.00
and Mrs. Ina Smith were members of membership by affiliation. D. D. and' commanded many ships, be
1 HEAVY SWEATERS ...........................
$3.00, $3.98. $4 51
HEAVY WOOL PANTS ..............
a volunteer committee for the Red G M Leah Davis, who acted as in- ginning with the Eastern 8teamship View cemetery. Boothbay Harbor.
..................................... $3.75, $4.98
ZIPPER J ACKETS
Cross roll call.
i meeting officer, highly praised the Lines, as cabin boy on the Island
....................................... S6.5;i, $7 50
MACKINAWS ......................................
Tea was served by the hostesses, | officers for the fine manner in which j
GROSS NECK
......................................... 75c, $1.00
BOYS’ UNION SUITS ...................
Belle, the Boothbay and as mate on
............................................... .
$2.50
Mrs. Jackson. Mrs. Sace Weston Mrs. the work was exemplified. At the the Mineola and the Monhegan.
BOYS' HEAVY SWEATERS
Mrs. William Thorne was recent
$2.00. $2.25. $2.85
BOYS' LACED LEG PANTS ........
Isabel ILabe and1 ftOs Jsora Lee. i elose of her remarks she was pre-1
Then he was engaged by the Lehigh guest of Mrs. Lawrence Aulis of West
BOYS' ZIPPER JACKETS .............
...................................... $2.98, $3.98
Twenty-one members and three ' sented with a gift from the Chapter Valley Tow Boat Line. He sailed on
BOYS’ MACKINAWS ....................
...................................... $5.00, SG.Ofl
by the Worthy Matron. Mrs. Davis'' the Lehigh, the Wyoming, the Waldoboro.
guests were in attendance.
BOYS’ HOODED MACKINAWS
........................................ $6.75
Mrs.
Inez
McLain
of
Broad
Cove
I
The club met Tuesday afternoon home chapter. Grace of Thomaston Catherine the Perth Amboy, the
at the Grange hall with Mrs. Eric was special guest, sending a large Cheektowaga, and as officer on the was a caller Wednesday at Melvin
arp beginning to get our Christmas Merchandise out and
we’ll have some wonderful bargains for you all£« $£$
Robinson of Damariscotta as guest delegation. Other Chapters repre S. S. Coulee, and the Lake Fisher. Genthner's.
Mrs. Eldora Gross called Friday on
speaker. She gave an informative sented were Seaside. Golden Rod and Changing his residence from BoothMrs. Irvine Genthner of West Wal
talk on "British Folk Lore" convey- j Orient,
bay Harbor to Rockland, he entered
ing much of interest to the subject, For the good of the order readings the employ of John I. Snow of the doboro.
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley recently
by her charming personality.
were given by Mrs. Eliza Jones and Snow Marine Company, where he
Pictures of scenes in Mrs. Robin- 1 Miss Mary Veazie and singing by the worked in numerous positions, and
son’s native England were shown Star quartet composed of Miss Ma- on the wrecking lighter Sophia.
following her speech. Mrs. Louise rlon Upham. Miss Ruth Miller Mrs
Later, while Capt. of the Sophia,
Jackson played English music during Elsie Hawkins and Mrs. Mildred with Capt. Snow, he went to New
the afternoon. Tea was served by Rhodes.
LIKE TENDER FLOWERS
with Miss Miller at the Bedford and raised the burned
the hostesses. Mrs. Gladys Grant and piano.
I steamer Sankaty of the Nantasket
Mrs. Verna Scofield. Twenty-one at
! Lines passenger steamships. Although
little children need-and should have—an abundant
tended.
Let us settle your plumbing and heating problems.
, her superstructure was completely
EAGLE
supply of health-protecting warmth.
, gutted her engine room equipment
Modern heating is effortless, efficient and inexpen
NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS
CapTain Bracey is on a two-week:.' was in perfect condition. Fires were
sive. Beat old winter this year. We are equipped
D&H Cone-Cleaned ANTHRACITE makes Winter
of the
hunting trip. Erland Quinn is tak , started and the Sankaty "put" to
to install every type of heating equipment. Our
Rockland,
commanded
by
Capt.
safe
for your little ones...by providing heat that
WALDOBORO LOAN AND
ing his place at the Lighthouse
/!
Spofford,
towing
the
lighter
Sophia.
BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
Several from here attended the
plumbing department is at your service.
keeps every room in the home warm and comfortable.
WALDOBORO
funeral services for Ellington Currier The Sankaty was later sold and be
It also possesses a remarkable draft-obedience which
came a ferry running between Stan
The provisions ot Section 48.
For Free Estimate ask for
held Friday in North Haven.
Chapter 57. Banking Laws ot Maine,
ford. Conn., and Oyster Bay, Long
adjusts the warmth to every fluctuation of the
Mr. Gordon of the State Educa
require the State Banking Depart
“RED”'NEWHALL
Island. N. Y„ with Capt. Spofford
ment to verity pass books of deposi
tional
Department,visited
school
Fri

thermometer— furnishing cozy comfort always.
tors ln savings banks and savings
I ln command for one year.
day.
Heating Engineer and Master Plumber
depositors books ln trust companies
•
Returning home he had for the
and shareholders books ln loan and
A group of parents and friends at
building associations at least once
Telephone 730
last eight years, been employed by
every three years. The regular veri
tended “Visitation Night” last Thurs j Donald D. Dodge of Philadelphia, as
fication at the above named asso
day at Eagle School. Miss Farnsworth j Capt. of his yacht Gamecock, and
ciation ls now being made by the
Banking Department, and for the
teacher.
I other boats; during the summer at
sole purpose of correcting errors or
omissions you are requested to bring ' Friends and relatives of Ellington
Mr. Dodge's summer estate at Rock
your book, or send by mall TO THE
L. Carver were deeply saddened to port. taking the yacht Gamecock
Opposite Post Office
WALDOBORO LOAN AND BUILDING
519 MAIN ST.
TEL. 487
ASSOCIATION, promptly.
Verifica
hear of his death, Nov. 10 after a south each winter. Leaving Rockland
tion closes November 20 1936
21 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 730
long illness. His ready smile and Oct. 17. he had had rather a rough
THOMAS A. COOPER,
Bank Commissioner : pleasing jests will be greatly missed
135-140
trip with heavy winds and rough
Augusta, Maine, November 9. 1936
137-139
by everyone here.
seas until he reached Wilmington,
*

With the Extension Agents

THE FORD V-8 FOR 1937

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

Dr.True’sElixir

T

480

CATCHING
COLD?

V

V

WILLIS AYER

MIOON SALES & SERVICE

M.B.&C.O.PERRY
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AT THE LIFE SAVER
W arren and Thomaston Lo

cals At Annual Banquet

Discuss Milk

nc'ghhor
nS me aP'ckedupandt^
Wins she
She sa'ed ,hat

’

pondered how she <
50 m«h t.me for
K^tdisX,
r s,ecr«-rA«.

,e1fphone! No„
**«„, too '
I

'

Db„et 1 do"

t miss

da,?n‘barRains'f
£ ’r^ditssuc

P >n so many „■
'’“"der how,e,

tT|antged ""’’out
lelephone."

How much are You missing
for want of a Telebhone?
Pat a telephone in your house

nosv! Let it run errands, connect
you with friends and relatives,
provide protection in emergen
cies, save money on bargains at

stores you can't visit, help to get

work for someone in your family.
It's the quickest, least expensive

servant any family can have. De

cide today

to put

hack your tele

phone. Make application at any

Telephone Business Office.

HEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Rcbert L Beers cf the research de
partment cf the. Ncv,- England Milk
Prcducers' Associaticn. headquarter; in Boston, was speaker Saturday
night before the annual meeting and
banquet of the Warren and Thomasi ton locals, which was held at the Life
Saver Tea Boom. Mr. Beers outlined
the development of the New England
Dairies, a central marketing organi' zaticn. cf which the New England.
Milk Producer's Association is the
' largest member, which had its begin
nings back ln 191" when a few farm
ers got to-gether to form an organi
zation cr equalization of payment. He
also made a comparison of prices re
ceived by producers who supply the
Boston market between April 1933
when producers were receiving the
composite price of $1 05 per hundred
pounds of milk and April 1936 when
producers were receiving $1.80 for the
same amount. The average produc
ers' check in 1933 was $54. and in
193S. $91

QUIVERING
NERVES
When you are just on edge 5 ■ >
when you can’t stand the children’s
noise . . . when everything you do
is a burden . .. when you are irri
table and blue ... try Lydia E. Pink
ham’s Vegetable Compound. 98 out
of 100 women report benefit.
It will give you just the extra en
ergy you need. Life will seem worth

living again.
Don't endure another day without

the help this medicine can give. Get
a bottle from your druggist today.

VEGETABLE

COMPOUND

say that the holes should be shiny
in sunlight.
Mr. Beers said that while he be
lieved implicitly in the completion
on the base cf efflcicncy, he did no;
believe ip competition on beating
dewn prices, which in his mind is
very unfair. "The chiseler is to
blame for price dropping.” he said,
"and that is why the price of milk
slumped in August He emphasized
that while the NE.MP.A. takes all
The benefits to the producer from milk, the chiselers take only what
the operation of producer owned they can very readily dispose of.
plants were also pointed out. as in- without the care of milk bi-products,
i creased bargaining power because in as the cheese, cream and casein.
case of an emergency or disagreeThe process*of casein manufacture
i ment. the supply can be eared for; was explained clearly.
Skimmed
the producers' organization knows milk is placed into wooden vats, and
[ the value of surplus milk through Its diluted with sulphuric acid, one par*,
j own manufacture of surplus milk in acid to 16 parts of milk. Two live
I its own plants; and small blocks ol steam jets rotate the milk in the vat
i cut price milk have been eliminated and maintain a temperature of 130
from the market
degrees which coagulates the milk
The establishment of plants for the into a wet curd. This is placed on
manufacture of surplus milk into shelves to dry a hot air current
milk products was excellently illus blowing over it. and when dried is
trated by the cheese manufacturing sold to companies' to process further.
Plant at Shoreham Vt. largest place Since casein colors easily and is
of its kind east of the Mississippi. N. easily worked, it is manufactured
( E. Dairies owned and managed by its into buttons, billiard balls, typewriter
former owner, a Mr. Dickinson keys, and novelties for dressing
j whose formula for cheese making is tables.
• • • •
so very excellent the plant has bfeu
That the N E.M P A. had increased
, unable to keep up with its orders
which go as far as Akron. Chicago in power, the past three years was
and Minneapolis, in the mid-West. illustrated clearly by charts, and by
The different types of cheese made slides of pictures of plants in New. there include the "flats" a 40-pound- England. which the Association had
' er; twins' two cheeses in box. each taken over The association has ac! weighing 35 pounds; daisies, a 20- [ ccmplished much first in the sale of
pounder. the picnic 10 to 12 pounds. ! fluid milk, secondly, in the sale of
I and the midget, five pounds. The fluid cream, and the manufacture of
I cheese served with doughnuts at the butter, powdered milk, and casein
i Saturday evening banquet, was a The year 1922 cream was at low price,
midget made in this plant, and was but today values over butter. Even
j very delicious, brittle, and mild. By the skimmed milk has a value, which
At present
j the way, to tell good cheese, experts , lias been increasing.

Every-Other-Day

cream has been frozen to await a
THOMASTON
THE SOUTHERN CRUISE
higher price.
CASTINE
NORMAL
The lead ln the Southern Winter
' Mr. Beers was accompanied by C.
Mrs. Addie Guild has closed her
(By Ermo Seott)
Cruise Contest goes to Vivian Mullen
A Storer of North Anson, field rep home and will snend the winter in
this counting with Francis Havener
resentative for the Association, who Pcrtland and Boston
in second position and Edna Gregory
answered several questions in regard
Mrs. Josephine Ta.bbutt of Augusta
Orett Robinson and Mrs. Ethel ln third.
to the dropping of the milk price last ls with her daughter (Mrs. Orvell
The trip is assured the winners by
August which was due to chiselers. Williams, on Fluker street, for an i Wardwell as a committee on plan
ning an adequate Education Week a special deposit in the Knox County
dropping the price to get the market, Indefinite stay.
observance, presented tfle following Trust Company sufficient to cover
and to get the mi!k off their hands.
Miss Elizabeth Woodcock of Bates ,
all expenses. The exact trip and
He also pointed out there is more
program at the morning daily chapel
College,
and
her
roommate.
Miss
ship
will be announced in a few days.
uncontrolled milk in Maine, than any
hours during the past week: Monday, Every effort is being made to secure
other state in New England. "This Allison Dunlap, of Harvard. Mass.
returned to ILewiston Tuesday after Mr. Scott, Mr. Robinson and Miss comfortable accommodations on one
is due." he said, “to the fact that
spending a few days with Miss Wood Alice Huff on "History of Public Edu of the best ships running to Havana
Maine laws do not require milk deal
cock's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Earl F. cation in the United States''; Tues offering the best cruise program for
ers to be bonded " Non conformers.
Woodcock.
day, Principal Hall and Miss Clara its passengers. Shore excursions in
and chiselers were driven out of the i
•
Havana will be included in the trip.
Slate of Vermont by their bonding ’ Mr. and Mrs. Irving Pu-kett of Bigelow on "Character Education
A board of judges has been ap
and
Community
Services";
Thurs

Milford.
N.
H
.
were
weekend
guests
laws which helped the situation."
day. Catherine Dobbins, Celia But pointed by the contest stores consist
Both speakers were Introduced bv of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ristcen.
terfield. Edwin Young. Barbara ing of Lendon C. Jackson of the Knox
1 c president of the locals. Frank L.
Mrs. Herbert Newbert. Mrs. G
Carpenter, Margaret Hatt, and County Trust Company. Chauncey
Davis.
Edgar Wilson. Mrs. H. 8. Kilborn,
Keene of the First National Bank
The officers of last year were re Mrs. Henry B. Shaw. Mrs. E. P Star Martha Harris on several related and Harry Wilbur Judge of Probate.
topics
dealing
with
"The
Teacher
elected for the coming year and in rett. Mrs. Albert D. Davis. Mrs. N.
This board will examine all votes and
cluded Mr. Davis, president; Charles F. Andrews. Mrs. Lucy Sillery. Mrs. and Her Place"; and Friday. Barie counting and will make the final
Tillock. Barbara Carpenter, Frances ,
Webb, secretary; Wendall Studley, Abbie Montgomery, members of the
Borroto. Patricia Walker, Emma | decision as to who are the winners at
William Yates. Fred Miller. Ernest G Baptist Woman's Mission Circle met [
Hanson and Madaleine Salisbury in the close of the contest.
Starrett George Martin, executive at the horn? of Mrs. Arthur D. Kalpapers ond demonstrations on "Edu- | Vivian Mullen .......................... 6885
committee.
j loch Tuesday afternoon, for White I
cation for Physical Fitness; The Francis Havener ..................... 6737
The banquet, tasty and delicious, Cross work.
Girls' Glee Club and the school I Edna Gregory ............................ 6670
was served to 50 which included
Thirty members of (Beta Alpha orchestra furnished the musical | Arlene Havener ........................ 6614
members of the Association and their Club were entertained Monday night
selections covering the four pro- ; Charles Mitchell ...................... 5444
wives, by Mr. and Mrs. ^Benjamin at the heme of Mrs. H. S. Kilborn.
Leon White Jr........................... 3761
grams, directed by 'Mrs. Wardwell.
Davis, proprietors of the Life Saver. The evening was devoted to Christ
William Cross ............................ 2586
• • ♦ •
They were assisted by George Gray, mas sewing and during a social hour
2647
Principal and Mrs. Hall accom- i Carrie Breen .........
and the Misses Winona Robinson, refreshments were served by Mrs. panied a group of 20 students on a 1 Daisy Gray ..................
2541
and Pearl Thompson.
Guy K Lermond. Mrs. Edgar Libby, hike picnic Saturday. Traveling to Vera Ames ................................ 2435
Music for the occasion was played Miss Edna Hilt and Mrs. Kilborn.
a spot in the North Castine woods, Ellen Anderson ........................ 1772
by Bob Wood and his four-piece or
Mrs. Edna Young. Mrs. Olive Fales. the group cooked their own luncheon Clayton McMahon .................. 1028
chestra from Tenant's Harbor, Ted Mrs. Edith Clark. Mrs. Katherine and played games, contests and other
Johnson winner of the amateur prize Risteen, Mrs. Lilia Williams. Mrs. activities during the afternoon.
SOUTH THOMASTON
• • V »
at WLBZ Bangor who played the Delia Cogan. Mrs. Mabel Achorn. Mrs.
Dr. Marion Bradshaw of Bangor
guitar, and sang; Alfred Rawley who .Olive Brasier. Mrs. Shirley Williams
A large delegation from Forget-Meplayed the accordion. Shirley Gross and her mother, Mrs. Josephine Tab- Theological Seminary’, being pre Not Chapter. OE.S. attended the re
the violin, the instrument one of S. butt, motored Tuesday to Damaris- , sented by the local High School, of cent inspection of Naomi Chapter
E. Welt's Rockland, and Robert cotta where they attended a meeting fered the normal students an un at Tenant's Harbor.
Wood, the clarinet Popular and old of the Third District Council of usual opportunity to see actual pho
Mr and Mrs. David Pollock and Mr.
tographs and to hear first hand and Mrs. L. S. Young motored Sunday
time favorites were played, and the American Legion Auxiliary.
observations of the great Russian ( to Gouldsboro for a vist with rela
program included a clarinet duet by
Mrs. Alfred M. Strout and son. j
Mr Gross and Mr. Wood, an ac i Arthur and her mother. Mrs. Rose experiment Dr. Bradshaw will com-1 tives.
cordion solo by Mr. Rawley. and a Edwards, who have been guests of plete his presentation with a second ; Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Tripp and
lecture to be held in Normal Hall on !
solo number by Mr Johnson.
Mrs. Ozora Clark are making their
Mr. and Mrs. Lyte W. Torrey, in
Tuesday. Nov. 24.
winter residence at Mrs. Clark's.
WaKham. Mass, for the past week, j
• • • •
Maynard Jackson recently shot a
and Mr Strout. who Joined them for , The Boy's Glee Club, assisted by
the weekend returned heme Monday.' Mrs. Wardwell. sponsored Roger beautiful cross-sfex.
Fifteen members of Wessaweskeag
Alfred W. LevensaK?? of Concord. N. Austin Nye. tenor, of Waterville and
H.. is guest of Mr and Mrs. Stanley Miss Marion McVae, pianist, of Oak 1 Grange attended services Sunday at
R. Cushing, having accompanied Grove Seminary’ in a Joint recital the Methodist Church in Rockland in
I here Tuesday the body of his mother. of piano and voice in Normal Hall observance of National Grange Sun
Mrs. Henrietta P. Levensaler Funer Friday night. Both artists were in day. Third and fourth degrees and
NO Brushing — Recommended By Dentists
al services will be held in the St. exceptionally good form. A large harvest supper brought out a large at
Approved By Good Housekeeping Bureau
Just drop a little Stera-Kleen powder in i John's Church Friday at 9 :30.
group of guests also attended in ad tendance at Wednesdays Grange
a glass of water. Leave vour false teeth or
meeting.
bridges in it while you dress or overnight.
The Bath Music Club, "Les dition to the student body.
No need to brush. Simply rinse and your
William Makinen shot a deer re
• • • •
Camarades
Musicaux
'
and
the
Rubplates are fresh and clean—clean where the
brush can’t reach.
cently.
School
was
closed
Armistice
day
Stera-Kleen removes blackest stains, tar 1 instetn Club of Rockland are to preEdgar Ulmer has sold his house in
tar. film and tarnish. Ends bad taste and { sent a joint concert Friday night in Many of tlie students and faculty
smell. Makes dull teeth look like new —
the Congregational Church In Rock took advantage of the holiday to go Rockland and with his family, has re
smooth, cool — comfortable. The discovery
of Dr. L. W. Sherwin, eminent dentist. Ap
land at 8 oclock. Tickets may be home before the Thanksgiving recess. sumed residence here.
proved by Good Housekeeping. Ask your
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Makinen were
druggist for Stera-Kleen today. Money back
purchased from Miss Alcada L. Hall.
if you are not delighted.
1936. P. & B. Co.
Deputy Commissioner Roderick guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
1 in this town.
spent Tuesday on campus making his jamin Frotten in Rockport.
American Legion Auxiliary meets annual fall visitation of the normal
Mrs. Fred Pillsbury of South Wey
] at the Legion rooms. Friday at 7:30. schools. His next stop was Machias,
mouth. Mass., arrived here Sunday,
A large attendance ls desired as plans where he inspected the new build
called by the illness of her mother,
are to be made for the Christmas ing being erected on the Washington
Mrs. Charles Peterson who suffered
j work.
«
State Normal campus.
an ill turn Friday night.
• • • •
Funeral services‘for C. Douglas
Wcrk on the Spruce Head road
Anderson, of Port Clyde, who had
Martha Harris of Stockton. Ada
project which was partially complet
been missing from his heme since Herrick of Brookline. Marion Harding
ed earlier in the season, was resumed
, he went to tend his lobster traps i of Sedgwick, Flora Harriman of Pros
Monday.
| Sept. 24 and whose body was re pect. Gertrude Stanley of Cranberry
Letters from Edward Wiggin and
covered Tuesday by his father and Isles, were among the students going
Jesse Sleeper inform friends that the
Walter Teele at Deep Ccve. were held heme for the weekend.
S S. Ida Hay Atwater has arrived
• • • •
1 from the Davis Chapel, in this town.
from
Virginia and discharged a
Plans
are
now
being
made
by
the
Wednesday with Rev. Hubert F.
i Leach, pastor of the Federated : school to sponsor a big community cargo in Lynn last weekend.
The Farm Bureau meets Friday at
Church, officiating. He was born in I mass meeting during the early part
Friendship June 13. 1920. son of of December, at which time the com the Grange hall for an all-day
I Augustus and Stella
iHussey i ing educational bill to be presented session, with 'Clothing Accessories" as
Anderson but had lived in Port Clyde i to the Legislature will be discussed. the subject. Everyone is invited.
for the past ten years. Besides his
Now is the time to order Rytex
! parents he is survived by his grand
father, Gccrge Hussey, of East Printed Stationery for Christmas giv
Friendship, two brothers and three ing . . $1.00 a box. postage 10 cents.
________
sisters. Burial was mad? in the family See the latest samples at The CourierCct Rid of Them
| Gazette.
cemetery' at East Friendship.
This Quick Easy Way

CLEAN

FALSE TEETH

NEW EASY WAY

MORE FREE
PRIZES

THE THRIFT GASOLINE
FOR COLO WEATHER

ANOTHER

DRIVING

richfieid jingif

SOS FREE
PRIZES

VV hen Arctic mornings prescribe a
change of gasoline diet for your motor,

Bronchial Coughs

Cot a small bottle of BUCKLEY'S MIXTURE (triple acting! at any good drug
store—take 2 or 3 doses before you go to
bed tonight—then if that tough old per
sistent cough isn’t relieved—if you do
not sleep like a top all night lone—get
your money back—it acts like, a flash—
often one sip checks an ordinary cough.

remember Richfield makes a special gaso
line for winter weather. Richfield HiOctane** Winter Gasoline saves you money

on every "cold" start. It’s as eager to go
as a race-horse. It fires fast! It cuts down

A gluttonous

carburetor choking! It saves your battery!

'oodstor was that of
I John Fay
'• 90, than a hor,.
e°ts hay
!u9ges».d thatRiehfii
••Id he fry

<» oto up moi
A Mood thtn

Start today to pile up those winter savings
—and save at least $24.48* a year with

Aflanfic

1

Richfield.

RANGES

"Certified mileage road tests with Richfield
Hi-Octane, compared with the average mileage
10,391 motorists report from other gasolines,
show savings of at least $24.48 a year with
Richfield.

MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.

dn ' bu' an

entry blank
»)caler. Entrtei nius

’•ng to enter. Just get a
any Richfield Gasoline

Ihan

* P°”marlKl not iatcr
«*h. Mail in "

DCI

many entries as you
Corporation of N ’
Central Station, Nc,

•‘Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

PH

R'Chfie,<'

(-><l

>;

First prize____
Second prize
Third prize______
Fourth prize
Fifth Prize
i

Next 50 prizes—Wahl r,
N.rteSoW"hI,4K'80Wp<'inn'

5?—-a **«««

M9.50

Yl,u needn't he a poet to „ •
-y' <hc 505

field i’offering for dever i.^t

AND UP

above jingle.y^

Your Old Range Taken in
Exchange

a Mine can be as „mpk. aj

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
28 P\RK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 700

4 Hiiltonous roadster
that of John fay,
“ «'* „/> more gas lhi
horse eats hay.
r'tt"dirh^ !uSgtHed
Kiel)field he try
^'dnou ,he fay budge,
'eke em i„

Atlantic Ranges are available In
Black and All Enamel Finishes

EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
BERT LAHR

;^T°US staRc and
•Jecting'she*^,’
prize winners.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 9s0
313-325 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
47-tl
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FOR MEN’S LEAGUE
A List of Committees Which
Will Have Charge of the
Suppers

OCl ETY

Following are the names of the
women who will serve suppers for
the Baptist Men’s League:
Nov. 19—Mrs. Cietta Whitmore,
chairman; Mrs. Olive Wilson, Mrs.
Marjorie Glidden. Mrs. Mabel Wiley.
Mrs. Margaret Fifield. Mrs. Edna '
Fiench, Mrs. Evelyn Sherman, Miss j
Mabel Maddocks.
Dec. 17—Mrs. Margaret Maxey, I
Mrs. Ida Dondis and son Herbert
Miss Julia E. Noyes of Portland.1
chairman;
Mrs.
Flora
MaxcjJ
j
are
making
two
months
’
visit
with
J for several years president of the
an(
j
j
Mrs
Harriet
Staples.
Mrs.
Maude I
I relatives in Fall River, Mass.,
Maine Federation of Music Club.?
Mather. Mrs. Margaret Adams. Mrs 1
New York.
and known to many locally, will
Amelia Johnson. Mrs. Margaret HudI leave New York on Thanksgiving
Shakespeare Society met Monday 5on Mrs- Bertha Greenlaw.
Day for California where she will
Jan. 21—Mrs. Lucy Rankin chair- '
night with Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy, with
spend the winter at Los Angeles. 23 members attending. Act IV of man; Mrs. Evelyn Crockett, Mrs.
She will be accompanied by Mrs. “Tire Tempest” was read, followed by Lilia Biaisdell, Mrs. Susie Morey, Mrs.
Walter Winthrop IJpgg and Miss a very fine paper, prepared and read Clive Biackman. Mrs. Pauline Saun
Eimly Mansfield, also of Portland.
by Mrs. Lou Emery. Mrs. Louise ders. Mrs. Alice Kittredge. Mrs. Edna
Duff, leader, then assigned parts of Leach.
Mrs. Grace DeOrsay and daughter j
Feb. 18—Mrs. Eva Green, chair
John Milton's “Masque of Comics" to
Gertrude of Waterville made a short Mrs. Edith Blaney, Mrs. Harriet Lev man; Mrs. Alice Kaler. Mrs Winnie
visit Tuesday with Mrs. DeOrsay's enseller, Miss Winifred Coughlin, Keller Mrs. Otto Deisler, Mrs. Alice
sisters. Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts and Mrs Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy, Mrs. Grace Law Karl. Mrs. Lucy Carter, Mrs. Mattie
Ava B. Lawry, and are now enroute rence and Mrs. Alice Jameson, which Packard. Mrs. Lena Rokes.
to Philadelphia, to be guests of her were read in a delightful manner
March 18—Mrs. Clara Emery. I
son, Dr. Ralph DeOrsay.
Mrs. Aldana Spear and others gave chairman; Mrs. Ada Prescott, Mrs.
Interesting notes on "The Tempest.’’ Gladys Mills, Mrs. Maude Tibbetts,
Capt. and Mrs. O. A. Cline of Lubec
Mrs. Freeman Brown, Mrs. Mildred
visited friends here last week, guests
Havener. Mrs Margaret Gregory.
Mrs. Edwin Ludwig entertained
of Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Smith.
April 15—Mrs. Elizabeth WilliamCapt. Cline is enjoying a vacation The Harvesters Wednesday after scn. chairman; Mrs. Elvie Wooster,
noon
at
her
home
on
Nortli
Main
from his duties as Army engineer at
Mrs. Fannie Pinkham. Mrs. Cora
street. Those present were Mrs.
Quoddy.
Richards, Mrs. Chloe Farrington,
Charles Lake, Mrs. Mary Welsh. Mrs.
Mrs. Eda Post. Mrs. Etta Ames. Mrs.
Mrs. Belle Frost will entertain the Ida Brazier. Mrs. Clifford Melvin. Catherine Collins
Albert H Newbert Association Fri Mrs. Norman Kalloch and Mrs Stan
May 20—Mrs. Addie Small, chair
day night. Mrs. Gertrude Payson. ley Snow.
man; Mrs. Nellie Magune. Mrs. Hat
Mrs. Eva Wisner and Mrs. Ivy Chatto
tie Sherman. Mrs. Evelyn Hix. Mrs.
Miss Virginia Proctor was a recent
are the housekeepers.
Aurelia Bray, Mrs. Brawn. Miss Alice
guest of Miss Margaret Reid in Ten
Erskine, Mrs. Maude Grant.
The T. He Club, sporting a new ant's Harbor.
name, met Friday night for supper
Mrs. Albert Elliot and son Jackie
with Miss Priscilla Lovejoy. At the
Mrs. Nellie Peterson was hostess
of Thomaston are spending the week
business meeting these officers were Tuesday to Itooevik Club a profit
with Mrs. Elliot's parents, Mr. and
elected for the coming year. Presi able afternoon of sewing being fol
Mrs. Raymond Moulaison. Masonic
dent, Nancy Snow; vice president, lowed by a food sale At the busi
street.
Marion Ludwick; secretary. Barbara ness meeting there was balloting on
Derry; treasurer, Ruth Rhodes. A the membership waiting list for a
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Novick of War
social evening was spent. The next new member to fill the vacancy ren street are receiving congratula
meeting will be held Priday night caused by Mrs. E. L. Toner's de tions on the birth of a seven pound
with Doris Borgerson, Park street. parture from this city. Refresh baby girl, Nancy Carroll.
Other members are Dorothy Sher ments were served. The next meet
man. Ruth Thomas and Dorothy ing will be held with Mrs. Kathryn
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Crosby have
Frost.
St. Clair at the Laurictte. Active returned from Wiscasset where they
members are Mrs. Nellie Peterson. have been guests of their daughter,
Mrs. Maud Tibbetts entertained the Mrs. Ann Butler, Mrs. Clara Thurs Mrs. Harvey Pease.
Arts and Crafts Society Monday’ ton. Mrs. Evelyn Crockett, Mrs.
night, there being a display of patch Maude Blodgett, Mrs Nettie Perry.
STONINGTON
work quilts in many lovely designs. Mrs. Bess Benner. Mrs. Gertrude
The new project for, the next meeting Boody, Mrs Leola Noyes. Mrs. Grace
Reginald Greenlaw passed the
will be knitted ties. Refreshments Veazie, Mrs. Rebecca Dunton, Mrs.
weekend in Boston.
were served.
Grace Britt and Mrs. Kathryn St.
Mrs Rexford Hamblen is recover
Clair.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry re
turned Sunday from a week’s visit in
New York.
—
T. and E. Club met Wednesday aft- I
emoon witli Mrs. Ethel Richards, j
Rockland street. Sewing was in or
der, and lunch was served.

The Wawenoek Club met Monday
with Mrs. Hattie Keating. Mechanic
street. The program included quo
tations from favorite authors, and a
paper on “Bethlehem” by Mrs.
Prances Norton. Mrs. Lelia Benner,
Camden street, will be hostess at the
next meeting.

SEE OUR WINDOWS
FOR THESE SPECIALS!

SPARKLE
EXCEPT COFFEE
FAMILY FLOUR SUNNYFIELD

* PKGS
24« LB
BAG
24H LB
PASTRY FLC’JR SUNNYFIELD BAG
TALL
EVAP. MILK WHITE HOUSE 3 CANS

TOMATO SOUP «l?s 3
TOMATOES PACKER'S LABEL 4

MATCHES
BIRDS-EYE
6
MORNINC SUN PEAS 2

20c

cans

19c

cans2

25c

BOXES

27«
25c

CANS

PINK SALMON

TALL lOr
2 CANS
iyc

PACIFIC TOILET PAPER

6
2

B & M BEANS

ALL KINDS

PACKER S LABEL

ROLLS

19c

CANS

29c

LARGE
CAN

10c

LB

10c

LBS
NO. 2
CAN

15c
10c

PRUNES
IN SYRUP
EVAPORATED PEACHES
2

PEA BEANS

MICHIGAN
GOLDEN BANTAM
PACKER S LABEL

-/a...

CORN
PILLSBURY'S BRAN

COLD DUST
CIGARETTES

baleich

NEW PACK

19c

PKG
LARGE
PKG

18c

25c

PKGS

Siadiupoa/dy!

Snirf&h
VEGETABLES

IN CLASS

Seedless Raisins 3
25c
Seeded Raisins 3 pkB 25c

CARROTS, PEAS and
CARROTS, SLICED
BEETS, TOMATOES,
SPINACH, GREEN
BEANS, AND
WAX BEANS,

2jars25‘

Rajah Currants p«a
Minco Meat —

ann pkg

SEASOJ^G

BOII'S

Walnut Meats
Mince Meat HEINZ
Dates
pitted

n

a

PeeiS

LEMON

CITRON.

AND ORANGE

14c
12c

9c

PKG

nlb15«

can

39c

pkg

14c

pKG

441
10c

I
4A
Crackers
common — pkg
Social Treats nbc f’’c22c GRANDMOTHERS
Choc. Rings nbc «•» 19c DOUGHNUTS
Tom. Juice label can iOc
PLAIN OR SUGARED
Table Salt
19c
Plums
2 3 25c
Salad Dressing ‘a? 23c
DOZEN
Sandwich Spread. ,(l5e
Oxydol
pkg 2?.«
NBC

SPECIAL

15

ANOTHER PACKAGE FOR lc MORE

r>

MED «■% KJ

sml

Oysters
Pollock Fillets 2' '21c Pork Chops
Smoked Fillets LB 19c Fat Salt Pork
Mackerel
LB 12c
northern

Pork Loins

lbs

Miss Constance M. Gardner,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Gardner, and Clayton R Witham, a
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Witham.
were united in marriage at the
Baptist parsonage last night, by Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald, who used the
single ring service.
The young couple were attended by
Joseph Billings and Miss Mary
Richards. Tlie bride was attractively
gowned in blue satin, with matching
accessories, and wore a corsage of
American Beauty Roses. The bride
and groom are both very popular in
the younger set, Mrs. Witham having
graduated from Rockland High

And left a showcase full of the
most adorable Soft Toys, "Raggedy
Ann” and “Andy” was there and
“Sleepy Sally" with a Christmas
story in her pocket telling how
Santa happened to bring her; then
there was “Kewp'e” and “Scottie,"
Teddy Bears, large and small, in
brawn, yellow and white: Scottie
and Lambs, and soft Woolly Dogs.

‘UNKNOWN RANGER”

29c

LB 17C

School in the class of 1936. Mr.
Witham attended Rockland High
School, and is now in the lobster
business.
Thej- will reside for the present in
Vinalhaven. and go with a host of
best wishes from their many friends.
At the Friday night concert, to be
given at the Congregational Church
by Les Camarades Musicaux of Bath
and the Rubinstein Club, the fol
lowing artists will be soloists—Miss
Kathleen Leonard, Mrs. Bernice
Sturtevant. Francis McPherson, pi
anist. and Merton Sprague, violinist.
The solo numbers will be supple
mented by duos trios, quintets, etc.
forming an attractive and interesting

fmogJr.m,

ing from a surgical operation at
Bluehill Hospital.
News was received here Tuesday
of the death of Mr! Lucinda Gerrish
at Isle au Haut.
Mrs. Annie Richards has been
spending a few days in Portland.
Ellsworth Thomas of Isle au Haut
was a recent visitor in town.
Mrs. Sarah K. Eaton celebrated
her 86th birthday anniversary Mon-

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

HE BURNED HER UP!
When she tried to kiss him,
be gave her a cold shower!

TELEPHONE 334

day at the home of her nephew, noon, in the group being Mrs. Sula
Harry W. Colby. Mrs. Eaton received Billings. Mrs. Minnie Gross, Mrs.
several attractive and pratical gifts Sadie Eaton. Mrs. Lillian Colby, Capt.
as well as cards. Among the remem- and Mrs. Frank Gross and Ellsworth
brances was n cake from her niece.1 Thomas. Ices and cake were served
Mrs. Sadie Eaton. Relatives and by Mrs. Helen Robbins and Mrs.
friends made calls during the after- L'orothy Conley

“Let the Cold
Winds Blow"
IF
YOU HAVE A FLORENCE IN YOUR HOME

NEW THRILLS!

BOB ALLEN

•4^ -food Stores •
WITH AM-GARD NER

Saturday. 9 P.M,(E.S.TJ

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Arrived at the Baby Shop
last night

lb 23c
lb

and his Orchestra.
Guest stars. C. B. S.

ON THE
SCREEN

Mrs. L. B. Cook entertained T.H E. |
' Club for cards Monday night at her
home on Beech street

RIB OR CHINE

29c

ON THE AIK Floyd
Gibbons.Vincent lopez

ROCKLAND NASH COMPANY

bl PARK STREET

AND UP*

Tug-O-War

Santa Claus

HEAVY STEER BEEF,

PINT

NASHA1937

’755

SHOW
Plus

Thimble Club met this week with I
Mrs. George W. Gay.

BOTTOM ROUND ROAST
LARGE

AND UP*

Blazin' Feb Allen . . . cl. jotin'

TOP ROUND ROAST

.

’595

Nash has found a way to build into
this car that thousands can afford—
every important advantage oi the most
expensive cars. See the big, luxurious
121-inch wheelbase Ambassador Six
and the 125-inch wheelbase Eight!

Vaudeville

Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis are to at
tend the Harvard-Yale football game
in New Haven Saturday.

HEAVY STEER BEEF

S&a Jood&

•Prices f.o.b. factory. Special equip
ment extra. Cruising Gear available
on all models at extra cost. NEW
NASH-C. I.T. BUDGET PLAN

NASH AMBASSADOR

AMATEUR

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emery have
returned from two weeks’ visit to
New York and Montclair. N J. They
visited their son Joseph Jr. at An
dover Academy and with the Joseph
Robinsons and Miss Ruth Emery at
tended the Andover-Exeter football
game.

CAN

FLORIDA ORANGES' e aSC DOZ A/C DOZ
MED
LGE
FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT 3 FOR 19c 5 FOR
2
ICEBERG LETTUCE
5
LOUISIANA YAMS
10
BULK ONIONS
TURNIPS
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
10
BUNCH
NEW CALIFORNIA CARROTS
STAYMAN APPLES

Today, Nash is showing America how
big a low-priced car can be. It’s the
Nash LaFayette-"400”. 117 inches of
wheelbase! More than sixteen feet
long from bumper to bumper! 90
horsepower gas-saving “400” motor!

CROCKETT’S
BABY SHOP

10 LO BAG

MCNTE

Car illustrated is Nash Ambassador Eight

NASH LaFAYETTE-“400”

The Itooevik Club, which was or
ganized in 1926 by Mrs. Ann Butler, |
and named by Abe Bromfield, an j
Eskimo who came to this city with j
Donald MacMillan, is submitting a
report of the activities with which [
it has been concerned during 1934- I
35. The club name, which means “to I
help generously” consists of 14 mem
bers. who strive to live up to their
motto, whenever callqd upon. Many
acts of kindness and help that is
never made public, are given to those
really needy, tire club never having
failed to respond to a worthy cause.
Careful investigation is always given
that the members may reach the
worthwhile cases For a small club it
does a surprising amount of good
work in many localities. The ac
tivities to be made public for 193435 follow: Dress for school-girl, $5
health bond, donation of vegetables i
to Knox Hospital, four pairs shoes I
and hose overshoes. $3 donation for
school lunches, $5 for needy family,
$5 for Citizens Civic Committee. $5
health bond. 14 Christmas bags to
soldiers and sailors in foreign ports,
$4 for child's dental work, directing
sale of Christmas seals for past four
years, two quilts to City Farm, lay
ette for Red Cross, Christmas bags,
aprons and utility bags for Red Cross
Nurse, crib quilt, and contribution to
Clara Barton Guild.
Weekend specials: Right when they
are needed. $6.95 wool jersey dresses
$4.95 and jersey blouses at $3 95 to be
closed out at $2.95. On the Bargain
Rack—no dress over $5.00. Friday
and Saturday only. All sales final.
Alfreda Perry. 7 Limerock street.—
adv.

139-lt

ran of the saddle . . . ridin'
large cn the death trail!

Next week Santa comes again,
bringing more Rag Dolls and
“Sleepy Sam,” a brother to Sally.

in the
with
Alice

Gail

Jean

TODAY
SYBIL JASON
in

SRADY • PATRICK • DIXON
Eugene PALLETTE Alan MOWBRAY

“TIIE CAPTAIN’S KID"

NOW PLAYING
“STAGE STRUCK”
with
JOAN BLONDELL,
DICK POWELL

CCMING MONDAY
LAWRENCE TIBBETT
ip
“UNDER YOUR SPELL”

THE BABY SHOP
9 LIMEROCK ST.

59c

Phone 892

ROCKLAND

Circulating Heater
See the new Florence Oil Heaters—the sensa
tional development in the Circulating Heater field.
Al! Sizes. All Styles. Wide Range of Prices!

These toys will all be found with
mar.y other novelties at—

TEL. 409

Florence

New Efficiency!

New Economy!

MAT. 2, EVE. B:3# A 8:30
COST. SAT. 2:00 to 10:30

FRIDAY, SATURDAY ONLY, NOV. 20-21

HEATROLAS

This Certificate Is Worth $4.41

For

This Certificate and 59c entitles the bearer to one of cur Genuine $5.C3 Vacuum
Filler Fountain Pens. Visible ink supply! You see the ink! A lifetime guarantee
with each pen. The ideal Pen and Pencil for all school work—Get yours now!

WOOD, COAL OR OIL

A nation’s standard for years.

Heats one room or seven.
Beautiful.

Economical

and

The New Plunger Va:—1 Pul!—It's Full
Imagine a pen that hildr 200 pircent mere ink than any oidinaiy prn on the market,
every pen guaranteed and tested for life. This certi.icai; good only during sale.

At Our Last Pen Sale we were Unable to Fill Orders
We Have Hundreds on Hand For Immediate Sale
Also $1.00-$1.50 Pencils to Match Above Pens—.26

No repair bills—

Only 3
Pens on One
Certificate

CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
CORNER MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREET,

Highly Efficient.

ROCKI AND. MAIMi

313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day
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$25,000.00 STOCK
belief.

New Holcomb & Hoke Double
Duty 8 Ft. Combination Display
Case

All our goods are nationally known, nationally adveitised, of quality nationally understood.

by smoke or a little water.

DELCO LIGHTING
PLANT

Every appliance advertised has

Much of this great stock was far cut of the fire area and touched only

been tested and is guaranteed in perfect mechanical condition.

Completely installed with new 1-3 h. p.
Frigidaire Compressor. Reg. price $907.00

RCO Watt Automatic
liraiid New. lteg. Price $275.00
Sale Price, a Steal At

This is the ideal opportunity to buy that practical Christmas g ft—Frigidaire to Car Heater, Electric Range

$185.00

to Car Battery, at Enormous Savings!

Sale pr:ce $7£0.C0. No trade-in

FLASH!

FLASH!

WICKS FOR ALL BURNERS

2 AND 3 GAL. OIL BOTTLES

Reg. Price 35c Set.

SPECIAL VALVE!

This huge stock goes on sale at NOON TODAY, NOVEMBER 17, at our salesrooms, 21 Limerock Street, with price cuts that challenge

Meat Markets Attention!

Sale 15c

Lighting Tapers, I 5c.

Reg. 1.25. 1.50. Sale 89c, 99c

FLASH!

FLASH!

Sale 10c

I'sed 4 months, complete with controls

Electrolux Vacuum Cleaner

Singer Sewing Machine (Elec.)

Reg. price 225. Sale $25.00

Reg Price $70. Sale Price $25.00

Reg. Price $88. Sale Price $32.50

Bottle Caps and Carriers 20c. 12c

NEVER BEFORE SUCH VALUES IN FI FCTRIP REFRIGERATION. STATISTICS PROVE YOU NEED REFRIGERATION THE YEAR AROUND
DRASTIC REDUCTIONS ON ALL 1936 FRIGID AIRES.

"mm.

FLASH!
Challenger Power Burner

FLASH!

FRK

Master 4 (4 cu. ft.) 5 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $131.50. Sale $105.00.
Save $26.50
DRS 5 (5 cu. ft.) 5 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $147.50. Sale $117.50.
Save $30.00
DRS 6 (6 cu. ft.) 5 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $167.50. Sale $132.50.
Save $35.00
Master 5 (5 cu. ft.) 5 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $167.50. Sale $132.50. Save $35.00
Master 6 (6 cu. ft.) 5 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $192.50. Sale $149.50. Save $43.00
Stand. 534 (5cu. ft.) 1 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $152.50. Sale $95.00.
Save $57.50
Stand. 635 (6cu. ft.) 1 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $186.00. Sale $112.50. Save $73.50
Master 635 (6 cu. ft.) 1 yr. Guarantee. Reg.
price $203.00. Sale $125.00
Save $78.00

SPECIALS ON RECONDITIONED ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS
G. E. (£ Vz cu- ft) New Unit, 3 year guarantee ............................................... $95.00
Frigidaire (5 cu. ft.) .................. $30.00. Frigidaire (9cu. ft.) .................. $45.00
Stewart-Warner (5 cu. ft.) ................................................................................... $49.50
Eiectrolux Gas Refrigerator (5 cu. ft.). Reg price $210 Sale $149.50 Save $60.50
Electrolux Kerosene Refrigerator (7 cu. ft.). Reg price $280. Sale $198. Save $82.

Plus Installation

SPECIAL!
SPECIAL!!
SPECIAL!!!
GLENWOOD “GOLD MEDAL”

MAYTAG WASHERS

Dual oven, combination gas, coal, wood or oil
Completely installed with Lynn DeLuxe Range
Burner, Hot Water Coil, Philgas Cabinet with Drum
of Philgas, 100 gals Oil, 2 new Drums and Faucets
and Barrel Rack.
Reg. value $352.25. Sale price $235.00
You Save $117.25
Can also be used with city gas
Ask for price on bare Range without extras

WORLD’S LEADING WASHING MACHINE
Square Tub (aluminum) guaranteed lifetime,
with Pump. Reg. $114.50. Sale $94.50 .Save $20
Square Tub (aluminum) guaranteed lifetime,
with Pump. Reg. $109.50. Sale $89.50. Save $20

18P Round Tub with Pump. Reg. Price $99.50.
Sale.................. $85.00. Save.....................$14.50
10P Round Tub with Pump. Reg. price $89.50.
Sale.................. $77.50. Save.................... $12.00

OIL BURNER VALUES

10 Round Tub without pump. Reg. price $79.50.
Sale.................. $69.50. Save..................... $10.00

Free 20 gals Range Oil Free with every Burner
Purchased
Motor Wheel Circulator.
Reg. price $79.50
Sale price $64.50. Save $15.00
Motor Wheel Circulator.
Reg. price $49.50
Sale price $35.00. Save $14.50
Motor Wheel Circulator.
Reg. price $39.50
Sale price $27.50. Save $12.00
Reg. price $89.50
Estate Heatrola.
Sale price $59.50. Save $30.00
Reg. price $52.00
Estate Heatrola,
Sale price $37.50. Save $14.50
Coleman Circulator.
Reg. price $98.50
Sale price $75.00. Save $23.50
Superfex,
Reg. price $63.50
Sale price $43.50. Save $20.00
Range Burners, brand new at $8.95, plus installation

Maytag Gasoline Washer, square tub (aluminum)
guaranteed lifetime. Reg. $124.50. Sale $104.50
Maytag Ironer, finest ironer on the market.
Reg. price $109.50. Sale $89.50. Save $20.00

Universal Electric, comb, coal, wood or oil. Reg. $212. Sale $149.50. Save $62.50
Universal 3-Plate Table Top with Oven. Reg. $92.50. Sale $69.50, Save $23.00
Estate Gas Range (Philgas or city gas) Reg. $149.50. Sale $124.50. Save $25.00
Estate Gas Range(Philgas or city gas). Reg. $69.50. Sale $57.50. Save $12.00
Apex Vacuum Cleaner deluxe with headlight. Reg. $59.50. Sale $49.50. Save $10
MW Hot Water Heater, (oil burning). Reg. $115.00. Sale $79.50. Save $35.50
MW Restaurant Range (oil burning) slightly used, new top. Reg. $350. Sale $100
MW Bake Oven (oil burning) 48 loaves bread. Reg. $342. Sale $250. Save $92.
Empire Water Heater (oilburning). Reg.price $60.00. Sals $25.00. Save $35.00
Timkin Hot Water Heater (oil burning) 40 gal. tank. Reg. $285. Sale $199.50
Arco Hot Water Boiler, 22 in. grate, good condition. A bargain at........... $50.00

Lynn Burners 10% Reduction During Sale

IN OUR AUTOMOTIVE DEPARTMENT
FREE WHILE THEY LAST TO EACH PURCHASER-1 CLEAN-POL GLASS CLEANER

ALCOHOL

HOT WATER HEATERS
Reg. $12.95

Reg. $14.95

$7.77
$8.97
Thermostats, 30% Off

All Sizes

50c gallon
Bring Your Container

CAR CLEANER AND WAX
COMBINATION

A wax finish on your car now will keep
it like new all winter
$1.00 Value

45 Cents

TiRES AN0 TUBES

TIRE CHAINS

DELCO BATTERIES
25% off

35% off

Delco Fan Defrosters 3.25

25 percent off
Truck Tires Included

DELCO REMY AND AUTOUTE PARTS
ARMATURES, COILS, POINTS,
ETC25% OFF

$4.25 Value

30-HOUR WESTON CLOCK
AND REAR VIEW MIRROR
$4.25 v.iue

$2.25
A Fine Christmas Gift

SPECIAL PRICES DURING
SALE
ON MOTOR TUNE UP
A tune up now means easy starting on
cold mornings

TRUCKS

1928 to 1935

NO TRADE-INS ON NEW TRUCKS AT THESE PRICES

OLDSMOBILE PARTS

50% Discount

One New 113 in. Wheelbase Interna
One New 133 in. Wheelbase Interna
One 1935 125-in. Wheelbase Interna
tional Dump Truck
tional Panel
On Parts In Stock
tional Panel (small mileage), $435.00
List price $ I 1 73.00
List price $774.00
A Re al Good Truck
Sale price $575.00
Sale Price, $950.00
Klaxon Homs, Sun Visors
Attention 1935 Oldsmobile Owners!
YOU CAN PRACTICALLY NAME YOUR OWN PRICE ON THESE THREE USED TRUCKS!
Polishes
Plugs
Lamps
A few sets Chrome Wheel Moldings
One 1935 V-8 Cab and Chassis
One 1935 Long Wheelbase Chevrolet
One Long Wheelbase International
Fan Belts, Hose, Piston Rings
Has had complete motor overhaul
Booster Brakes, Tractor Unit if wanted
Model B-4
complete motor overhaul
50% Off
At 25% to 50% Off List

NOTICE! ONE TIMKEN BOILER-BURNER (hot water or steam) and ONE TIMKEN CONDITIONAIRE SYSTEM (warm air) WITH BURNER AT DRASTIC REDUCTIONS. IT WILL
PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE!
A HUNDRED OTHER BARGAINS IN APPLIANCES, OIL BURNERS, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES NOT LISTED HERE. COME IN AND IF YOU DON’T SEE IT ASK FOR IT!

McLOON SALES & SERVICE
21 LIMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 730
-

